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Introduction 
A characteristic feature of marine fish pro-
duction in India is its annual fluctuations, as 
vividly shown by the statistics of production for 
the past four decades. This phenomenon has 
led to considerable uncertainties about invest-
ment in the production process. Marine fish-
eries still remain open access and suffer from 
overcapitalization. The nearshore region within 
the 40 to 80 m depth range, covering an area 
of 0.45 million sq. km, is subjected to heavy 
fishing pressure. About 2,43,000 fishing ves-
sels (1,82,096 artisanal craft, 26,171 motorised 
craft and 34,571 mechanised craft) exploit this 
area, where the estimated annual potential is 
2.2 million, tonnes. A conservative estimate of 
investment on fishing implements (craft as well 
as gear), at current prices is about Rs. 33.4 bil-
lion, but the return per unit investment seems 
hardly viable. Unhealthy competition and un-
regulated fishing may decimate the exploited 
stocks and therefore, the question of deciding 
the optimum size of fishing fleets which would 
allow sustainable yields becomes very relevant. 
An exercise to answer the question requires 
large amount of information on the physical 
parameters of the vessels, economic indicators 
of fishing operations and the vital statistics of 
fish populations. The integration of these pa-
rameters into a succinct mathematical model 
is time consuming, especially in view of the mul-
tiplicity of fishing operations and the conse-
quent complexities of computation. Neverthe-
less a macrolevel exercise was attempted and 
the results described here. 
Method 
In a multispecies, multigear dispensation, 
it is often observed that the catch per unit ef-
fort of a given type of fishing unit does not reli-
ably indicate stock abundance nor the efficiency 
of that unit. The competition for the same re-
source by many gear of varying characteristics 
and dimensions does not facilitate a reliable 
index of abundance of any fish. Nevertheless, 
more than anything else, catch, effort and catch 
per unit effort (CPUE) set the prameters for fish-
ery regulations. Whatever be the factors stud-
ied, so long as effort is the one parameter which 
is amenable to physical control, the results ac-
cruing from any study should be capable of 
being translated to details of catch and effort. 
Hence, any study making use of historic data 
on catch and effort will receive positive pre-
mium. 
Logically, the gearwise catch and effort 
data form the base of the present study. On a 
macrolevel, the data in Table 1 form the broad 
base of the study. At the microlevel, the data 
utilised consist of the statewise, gearwise catch, 
effort and CPUE, which are further split between 
t h e pe lag ics a n d d e m e r s a l s . Trawlers , 
purseseiners, gillnetters, bagnetters. dolnetters, 
other mechanised units (mainly hooks & line), 
mo to r i s ed craf t o p e r a t i n g b o a t s e i n e s , 
ringseines, gillnets, dolnets and others and fi-
nally the traditional nonmechanised craft are 
separately considered in the first phase. 
In the second phase the weighted CPUEs 
for the pelagic and demersal groups have been 
arrived at separately as indicated below. 
The weighted CPUE (pelagic) = 
(134497 X 83 + 117341 x 2170 + ... + 306666 x 35) 
— , = 403 
134497+15188 + +97779 
and the weighted CPUE (demerseil) = 
(509384 X 313 + 15188 X 281 + + 97779 x 11) 
509384 + 15188 + + 97779 " ^'^ 
TABLE 1. Trend in catch and effort of major fishing units in India during 1985-'96 (catch in tonnes, e_ffort in boatdays and CPUE in kg) 
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
MTN 
Relative 
growth (%) 
MPS 
Relative 
growth (%) 
MGN 
Relative 
growth (%) 
MBN 
Relative 
growth (%) 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
556571 
1444604 
3 8 5 
103098 
56121 
1837 
107891 
774835 
139 
234095 
508838 
4 6 0 
643881 
1629098 
3 9 5 
15.69 
12.77 
2.59 
132529 
54086 
2450 
28.55 
—3.63 
33.38 
103539 
1005109 
103 
—4.03 
29.72 
—26.02 
199367 
326810 
6 1 0 
— 14.84 
—35.77 
32.60 
752386 
1980971 
3 8 0 
16.85 
21.60 
—3.90 
135836 
74514 
1823 
2.50 
37.77 
—25.60 
125783 
1221912 
103 
21.48 
21.57 
—0.07 
137782 
302849 
4 5 5 
—30.89 
—7.33 
—25.42 
763673 
2112104 
3 6 2 
1.50 
6.62 
—4.80 
178200 
81719 
2181 
31.19 
9.67 
19.62 
124396 
1422817 
8 7 
— 1.10 
16.44 
— 15.07 
116107 
314784 
3 6 9 
—15.73 
3.94 
—18.93 
729718 
1655701 
4 4 1 
—4.45 
—21.61 
21.89 
286616 
125972 
2275 
60.84 
54.15 
4.34 
129174 
898419 
144 
3.84 
—36.86 
64.45 
183099 
405145 
452 
57.70 
28.71 
22.53 
850125 
1715211 
4 9 6 
16.50 
3.59 
12.46 
183100 
102559 
1785 
—36.12 
—18.59 
—21.53 
93523 
674023 
139 
—27.60 
—24.98 
—3.50 
203814 
376974 
541 
11.31 
—6.95 
19.63 
952422 
1827405 
521 
12.03 
6.54 
5.15 
163559 
101213 
1616 
— 10.67 
— 1.31 
—9.48 
140547 
961592 
146 
50.28 
42.66 
5.34 
220427 
362896 
6 0 7 
8.15 
—3.73 
12.35 
1056964 
1858717 
569 
10.98 
1.71 
9.11 
163236 
92607 
1763 
—0.20 
—8.50 
9.08 
98904 
682884 
145 
—29.63 
—28.98 
—0.91 
145869 
199879 
7 3 0 
—33.82 
—44.92 
20.15 
1080664 
2019665 
5 3 5 
2.24 
8.66 
—5.91 
194955 
95733 
2036 
19.43 
3.38 
15.53 
100508 
573141 
175 
1.62 
— 16.07 
21.08 
128949 
216280 
5 9 6 
— 11.60 
8.21 
— 18.30 
1251278 
2190596 
571 
15.79 
8.46 
6.75 
115879 
67804 
1709 
^ 1 0 . 5 6 
—29.17 
—16.08 
96982 
659675 
147 
—3.51 
15.10 
—16.17 
140504 
211833 
663 . 
9.96 
—2.06 
11.25 
1129395 
2004995 
5 6 3 
—9.74 
—8.47 
—1.39 
117705 
71467 
1647 
1.58 
5.40 
—3.63 
152652 
1672996 
9 1 
57.40 
153.61 
—37.94 
93720 
158433 
592 
—33.30 
—25.21 
— 10.82 
1226030 
1853567 
661 
8.56 
—7.55 
17.42 
149126 
100655 
1482 
26.69 
40.84 
—10.04 
115558 
946643 
122 
—24.30 
—43.42 
33.78 
149018 
333244 
4 4 7 
59.00 
110.34 
—24.41 
OBBS 
Relat ive 
g];owth (%) 
OBGN 
Relat ive 
growth (%) 
OBRS 
Relat ive 
growth (%) 
NM 
Relat ive 
growth (%) 
Catch 
Effort 
CPUE 
Ca tch 
Effort 
CPUE 
C a t c h 
Effort 
CPUE 
Ca tch 
Effort 
CPUE 
C a t c h 
Effort 
CPUE 
C a t c h 
Effort 
CPUE 
C a t c h 
Effort 
CPUE 
Ca tch 
Effort 
CPUE 
9 2 0 0 2 
2 0 3 6 4 0 
452 
2 3 5 0 4 
3 5 2 0 9 8 
67 
0 
0 
0 
3 8 9 1 6 5 
1 0 2 1 6 9 5 
3 8 
(MTN = mechan i s ed trawler; MPS = 
1 1 8 8 4 3 3 
3 2 9 7 1 3 
3 5 9 
2 8 . 7 3 
61 .91 
—20 .49 
3 4 2 6 3 
4 6 7 2 8 1 
7 3 
4 5 . 7 8 
3 2 . 7 1 
9 .84 
2 2 4 9 8 
2 9 1 0 6 
7 7 3 
0 
4 0 4 4 4 5 
8 8 0 1 9 2 1 
4 6 
3 .93 
— 13.85 
2 0 . 6 3 
mechan i sed 
OBGN = ou tboard motorised gillnetter; OBRS = 
4 8 4 1 6 
170680 
2 8 4 
—59.12 
—48.23 
—21 .03 
2 1 0 7 4 
3 1 8 0 7 3 
66 
—38.49 
—31 .93 
—9.64 
3 1 5 5 8 
80364 
3 9 3 
4 0 . 2 7 
176.11 
—49 .20 
3 7 3 3 0 3 
9 0 6 5 6 8 1 
4 1 
—7.70 
3 .00 
—10.39 
p u r s e seiner 
8 7 8 0 0 
196178 
4 4 8 
81 .35 
14.94 
57 .77 
3 6 7 9 4 
5 1 0 6 2 6 
72 
74 .59 
6 0 . 5 4 
8 .76 
8 5 1 4 6 
137038 
6 2 1 
169.81 
70 .52 
5 8 . 2 3 
3 5 1 3 4 8 
1085207 
32 
—5.88 
19.70 
—21.37 
5 1 7 0 5 
9 7 6 7 8 
5 2 9 
—41.11 
—50.21 
18.27 
7 2 4 2 1 
9 2 6 4 9 6 
7 8 
9 6 . 8 3 
8 1 . 4 4 
8 .48 
2 7 9 9 8 0 
3 4 0 2 0 9 
8 2 3 
2 2 8 . 8 2 
148.26 
3 2 . 4 5 
4 0 7 5 3 5 
8 0 5 3 3 9 3 
51 
15.99 
—25.79 
5 6 . 3 0 
4 2 1 7 6 
6 9 0 3 6 
6 1 1 
— 18.43 
—29.32 
15.41 
8 8 4 8 1 
1012930 
87 
2 2 . 1 8 
9 .33 
11.75 
2 6 9 9 4 1 
2 5 1 1 0 3 
1075 
—3.59 
—26.19 
3 0 . 6 3 
3 6 1 8 0 1 
7 7 5 2 9 6 1 
47 
— 11.22 
—3.73 
—7.78 
2 4 9 7 3 
5 3 4 3 9 
4 6 7 
—40.79 
—22.59 
—23.51 
8 9 5 1 2 
1090464 
82 
1.17 
7 .65 
—6.03 
2 2 7 8 3 4 
2 8 1 9 4 3 
8 0 8 
— 15.60 
12 .28 
— 2 4 . 8 3 
3 6 4 7 9 3 
7 4 2 0 4 3 1 
4 9 
0 .83 
—4.29 
5 .35 
19187 
3 7 4 8 5 
512 
—23.17 
—29 .85 
9 .53 
9 8 6 2 2 
1105604 
89 
10.18 
1.39 
8.67 
2 0 1 6 1 6 
2 6 2 8 5 5 
7 6 7 
— 11.51 
—6.77 
—5.08 
3 5 9 7 5 1 
6 9 5 0 0 5 6 
52 
—1.38 
—6.34 
5 .29 
MGN = mechan i sed gillnetter; MBN = mechan i sed bagnet te r 
ou tboard motorised ring seiner; NM = nonmechan i sed uni t s ) . 
15002 
6 1 5 6 0 
2 4 4 
—21.81 
6 4 . 2 3 
—52.39 
133004 
1705992 
7 8 
34 .86 
54 .30 
—12.60 
162710 
2 8 1 8 5 0 
5 7 7 
—19.30 
7 .23 
—24 .74 
3 1 5 0 9 8 
6 5 5 3 0 5 6 
4 8 
—12.41 
—5.71 
—7.11 
13856 
5 2 5 3 4 
2 6 4 
—7.64 
— 14.66 
8 .23 
1 5 9 0 5 3 
2 0 6 5 0 8 0 
77 
19 .58 
2 1 . 0 5 
— 1.21 
1 6 0 1 3 3 
2 2 9 1 7 0 
6 9 9 
—1.58 
— 18.69 
2 1 . 0 4 
3 1 4 4 9 7 
5 8 1 3 3 7 8 
54 
-0 .19 
— 11.29 
12.51 
14021 
4 8 5 1 9 
2 8 9 
1.19 
—7.64 
9 .56 
9 6 7 0 3 
1202484 
80 
—39.20 
—41.77 
4 .41 
2 1 9 0 4 1 
2 0 4 0 4 9 
1073 
36 .79 
—10.96 
5 3 . 6 3 
2 7 4 6 5 7 
5 3 9 0 0 1 8 
51 
— 12.67 
—7.28 
—5.81 
3 8 9 1 8 
9 9 6 4 1 
3 9 1 
177.57 
105.36 
3 5 . 1 6 
1 7 1 2 7 1 
2 7 7 6 3 9 4 
6 2 
77 .11 
130.89 
—23.29 
183882 
2 4 0 2 7 7 
7 6 5 
—16 .05 
17.75 
—28.71 
2 7 9 9 8 0 
4 6 7 8 5 7 9 
6 0 
1.94 
— 13.20 
17.44 
OBBS = ou tboard motorised boa tse iner ; 
TABLE 2. The total catch and CPUE for the 1986 
pelagic fisheries by fishing tackles 
Gear 
Trawler 
(mechanised) 
Purseseiner 
(mechanised) 
Gillnetter 
(mechanised) 
Bagnetter 
(mechanised) 
Dolnetter 
(mechanised) 
Others 
(mechanised) 
Boatseine 
(motorlsed) 
Glllnet 
(motorised) 
Ringseine 
(motorised) 
Dolnet 
(motorised) 
Others 
(motorised) 
Nonmechanised 
Total 
Catch (t) 
Pelagic 
1,34,497 
1,17,341 
78,419 
953 
1,10,300 
6,541 
92,651 
31,350 
21,623 
0 
5,352 
3,06,666 
9,05,693 
Demersal 
509,384 
15,188 
25,120 
379 
87,735 
2,789 
25,782 
2,913 
875 
0 
5,736 
97,779 
7,73,680 
CPUE 
Pelagic 
83 
2,170 
78 
243 
342 
64 
281 
67 
743 
0 
48 
35 
4,154 
(kg) 
Demersal 
313 
281 
25 
97 
272 
27 
78 
6 
30 
0 
52 
11 
1,192 
The weighted CPUEs for the pelagic and demersal 
groups have thus been arrived at for the years 1986 to 
1996 (Table 3). 
The standardised effort (SF) has been obtained 
as follows: 
TABLE 3. Weighted CPUEs and standard effort 
SF=Landings / weighted CPUE x 1000 (since 
unit of CPUE is kg) 
Thus, for 1986, 
SF(P) = 905693 / 403 x 1000 = 2245667 
SF(D) = 773680 / 248 x 1000 = 3124724 
where 9,05,693 and 7,73,680 are the to-
tal landings of pelagic and demersal groups in 
tonnes separately. The standard efforts so ob-
tained are given in Table 3. A response curve, 
fitted to the total catch against the standard 
effort, of the form y = af — bP, forcing through 
the origin, gives the following estimates of maxi-
mum sustainable yield (MSY). 
MSY{P) = 1215899 
MSY(D) = 961485 
The data on the average landings (pelagics 
and demersal) In the various maritime states 
during 1992-'96 are provided in Tables 4 & 5. 
The expected MSY values for the different fish-
ing fleets in different states have been obtained 
by projecting the current average to the MSY. 
Thus in Table 6 the MSY of 3,858 for the trawl 
fleet in West Bengal has been derived as fol-
lows. 
3,858=3,807 x 12,15,899 / 11,99,877, 
where the figure 1,19,987 denotes the average 
annual pelagic landings in tonnes. 
Similarly the expected MSY values for all 
the fleets (gear) for all the states in respect of both 
pelagic and demersal resources have been ob-
tained. The results are given in Tables 6 and 7. 
Year 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
Total 
Pelagic 
9,05,693 
8,44.310 
9,83,766 
13,93,617 
12,48,570 
12,45,611 
12,42,081 
12,09,430 
11,32,008 
11,46,718 
12,47,476 
Demersal 
7,73,680 
8.04,855 
8,01,783 
8,14,981 
8,94,143 
9,76,500 
10,70,144 
10,61,922 
12,09.013 
10,27,369 
10,74,891 
Weighted 
Pelagic 
403 
364 
480 
649 
557 
431 
386 
450 
312 
356 
344 
CPUE 
Demersal 
248 
247 
219 
251 
298 
322 
349 
331 
353 
312 
337 
Standard effort 
Pelagic 
22,45,667 
23,22,644 
20.49.957 
21,46.999 
22,41,188 
28,89,532 
31,68,576 
26.59.161 
36.01,011 
33.00.821 
37.26.407 
Demersal 
31.24,724 
32,57,798 
36,60,770 
32,52,139 
30,02.895 
30.32,933 
30,15,729 
31,68,073 
34.05.318 
33,67,231 
32,81,097 
TABLE 4 . Estimated landings during 1992-'96 (pelagic) 
State/Gear MTN PS MGN MBN MOTHS OBBS OBGN OBRS OBDOL OBOTHS NM Total 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Prade 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
3.807 
6,612 
21,465 
67,181 
345 
70,615 
17,785 
3,042 
61,202 
65,163 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6,390 
61,886 
40,951 
36,653 
0 
911 
2,799 
6,088 
14,564 
474 
1,442 
308 
360 
10,578 
12,963 
15,008 
0 
0 
299 
751 
0 
0 
0 
18,552 
70,377 
1,442 
8,845 
338 
4,605 
20 
303 
1 
126 
1,086 
3,886 
0 
0 
111 
1,912 
0 
14.151 
0 
0 
0 
0 
29,098 
178 
8,107 
26,704 
1,506 
34.653 
6.718 
2.391 
3.669 
33.421 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
!'1,915 
1.072 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
13 
712 
0 
674 
8.935 
9,850 
1,093 
11,958 
2,723 
220 
794 
0 
6,948 
6.305 
57.637 
78.514 
6.391 
21,031 
3.889 
800 
2.033 
4,529 
57,213 
25,413 
1,02,681 
2,03,630 
10,579 
3,32.457 
94,384 
47,890 
1,34,578 
1,91,051 
TABLE 5. Average landings during 1992-'96 (demersal) 
^ State/Gear MTN MPS MGN MBN MOTHS OBBS OBGN OBRS OBDOL OBOTHS NM Total 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
KerEila 
Kamataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
6,849 
19.861 
38.667 
1.61.874 
2,587 
2,00,019 
58,379 
24,167 
1,58,981 
2,02.987 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
96 
1224 
1204 
4199 
0 
604 
855 
1297 
2459 
19 
66 
118 
42 
2825 
7387 
3930 
0 
0 
14 
0 
0 
0 
0 
26135 
28249 
258 
2989 
102 
1577 
1 
546 
5 
62 
797 
3423 
0 
0 
20 
65 
0 
3223 
31 
0 
0 
0 
5,176 
31 
1,057 
7,390 
142 
2,753 
198 
311 
441 
10,846 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
13.863 
771 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
221 
0 
474 
1.847 
2.031 
56 
15,542 
1,226 
39 
1.818 
0 
3.613 
1.801 
16.109 
20.503 
1.027 
5,158 
1,943 
391 
1.395 
5,855 
20.430 
26.011 
59.099 
1.95.913 
3,832 
2,41,267 
63,895 
26.216 
1.96.594 
2.58.967 
(MOTHS = other motorised boats; OBDOL = outboard motorised dol netter; OBOTHS = other outboard motorised boats; MTN= mechanised 
mechanised purse seiner; MGN = mechanised gill netter; MBN = mechanised bag netter; OBBS = outboard motorised boat seiner; OBGN = 
gill netter; OBRS = outboard motorised ring seiner; NM = nonmechanised units). 
trawler; MPS = 
outboard motorised 
TABLE 6. Estimated maxinuim sustainable yield (pelagic) 
State/Gear 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Goa 
Maharsishtra 
Gujarat 
Total 
MTN 
3,858 
6,701 
21,751 
68,079 
349 
71,558 
18,023 
3,083 
62,019 
66,034 
3,21,454 
PS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6,475 
62,713 
41,498 
37,143 
0 
1,47,828 
MGN 
923 
2,836 
6,169 
14,759 
480 
1,461 
312 
365 
10,719 
13,136 
51,161 
MBN 
15,208 
0 
0 
303 
761 
0 
0 
0 
18,799 
71,316 
1,06,388 
MOTHS 
1,461 
8,963 
343 
4,667 
20 
307 
1 
127 
1,101 
3,938 
20,929 
OBBS 
0 
0 
112 
1,937 
0 
14,340 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16,389 
OBGN 
29.487 
180 
8,215 
27,061 
1,527 
35,116 
6,808 
2,423 
3,718 
33,867 
1,48,401 
OBRS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,74,211 
10,86 
0 
0 
0 
1,75,297 
OBDOL 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
13 
722 
734 
OBOTHS 
0 
683 
9,055 
9,981 
1,107 
12,118 
2,759 
223 
804 
0 
36,730 
NM 
7,041 
6,389 
58,407 
79,563 
6,476 
21,312 
3,941 
810 
2,060 
4,590 
1,90,588 
Total 
57,977 
25,752 
1,04,052 
2,06,349 
10,720 
3,36,897 
95,644 
48,530 
1,36,375 
1,93,602 
12,15,899 
TABLE 7. Estimated maxunum sustainable yield (demersal) 
State/Gear 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Karnataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
Total 
MTN 
6.029 
17,484 
34,039 
1,42,498 
2,277 
1,76,077 
51,391 
21,275 
1,39,951 
1,78,689 
7,69,709 
PN 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
84 
1,078 
1,060 
3,696 
0 
5,918 
MGN 
532 
752 
1,142 
2,165 
17 
58 
104 
37 
2,487 
6,503 
13,795 
MBN 
3.459 
0 
0 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
23.007 
24,867 
51,346 
MOTHS 
227 
2,631 
90 
1,388 
1 
481 
5 
54 
702 
3,013 
8,592 
OBBS 
0 
0 
17 
57 
0 
2,838 
27 
0 
0 
0 
2,939 
OBGN 
4,556 
28 
930 
6,506 
125 
2,424 
175 
273 
388 
9,548 
24,953 
OBRS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12,203 
679 
0 
0 
0 
12,882 
OBDOL 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
195 
198 
OBOTHS 
0 
417 
1,626 
1,788 
50 
13.682 
1.079 
34 
1,600 
0 
20,277 
NM 
3,181 
1,586 
14,181 
18,048 
904 
4,541 
1,711 
344 
1,228 
5,154 
50,877 
Total 
17.984 
22.898 
52.025 
1.72.462 
3.373 
2.12.387 
56.247 
23.078 
1.73,062 
2,27,968 
9,61,485 
(MOTHS = other motorised boats; OBDOL = outboard motorised dol netter; OBOTHS = other outboard motorised boats; MTN = mechanised trawler; MPS = mecha-
nised purse seiner: MGN = mechanised gill netter; MBN = mechanised bag netter; OBBS = outboard motorised boat seiner; OBGN = outboard motorised gill netter; 
OBRS = outboard motorised ring seiner: NM nonmechanised units). 
TABLE 8. Average catch per unit effort during 1992-'96 (pelagic) 
State/Gear MTN PS MGN MBN MOTHS OBBS OBGN OBRS OBDOL OBOTHS NM 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Karnataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
2 6 6 
9 2 
2 0 2 
118 
3 0 
121 
9 5 
6 2 
2 0 9 
2 3 4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.952 
1,465 
1,259 
2,349 
0 
5 4 1 
5 4 
7 9 
57 
4 9 
134 
156 
75 
126 
2 0 3 
551 
0 
0 
2 9 5 
3 4 9 
0 
0 
0 
145 
4 8 8 
132 
91 
135 
4 3 
2 4 
9 4 
13 
5 0 4 
6 8 
5 5 2 
0 
0 
135 
105 
0 
3 4 3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
4 1 7 
2 9 
6 7 
4 6 
3 2 
57 
120 
52 
4 3 
9 5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 3 3 
124 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
2 6 
0 
3 3 
2 8 4 
56 
133 
30 
163 
56 
30 
0 
9 2 
2 1 
3 6 
3 3 
2 8 
22 
6 0 
57 
2 6 
36 
TABLE 9. Average catch per unit effort during 1992-'96 (demersal) 
00 State/Gear MTN PS MGN MBN MOTHS OBBS OBGN OBRS OBDOL OBOTHS NM 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Karnataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
4 2 8 
2 5 1 
3 7 1 
2 9 3 
193 
3 4 7 
3 1 2 
4 7 4 
5 5 9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 8 
3 0 
4 5 
2 8 4 
3 9 1 
13 
18 
11 
2 
t 6 
3 9 
6 
3 7 
143 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
199 
2 4 
2 6 
39 
19 
1 
197 
51 
7 8 
7 2 
0 
0 
37 
4 
0 
72 
102 
0 
0 
7 4 
3 
10 
10 
3 
5 
4 
5 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 8 
92 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
20 
39 
16 
2 4 
41 
8 3 
8 
75 
50 
6 
10 
9 
4 
5 
3 4 
2 8 
19 
Gujarat 689 0 94 152 519 0 24 0 0 38 
(MOTHS = other motorised boats; OBDOL = outboard motorised dol netter; OBOTHS = other outboard motorised boats; MTN = mechanised trawler; MPS = mechanised 
purse seiner; MGN = mechanised gill netter; MBN = mechanised bag netter; OBBS = outboard motorised boat seiner; OBGN = outboard motorised gill netter; OBRS = 
outboard motorised ring seiner; NM nonmechanised units). 
TABLE 10. Estimated MSY effort (pelagic) 
State/Gear 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujeirat 
Total 
MTN 
14,486 
72,498 
1,07,651 
5,75,280 
11,696 
5,90,841 
1,89,672 
49,327 
2,96,967 
2,82,195 
21,90,613 
PS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3,317 
42,801 
32,951 
15,814 
0 
94,883 
MGN 
1,706 
52,086 
78,503 
2,59,267 
9,750 
10,873 
2,002 
4,886 
85,259 
64,709 
569,041 
MBN 
27,611 
0 
0 
1,027 
2,180 
0 
0 
0 
1,29,337 
1,46,157 
3,06,313 
MOTHS 
11,070 
98,652 
2,532 
1,09,679 
848 
3,265 
110 
253 
16,088 
7,134 
2,49,631 
OBBS 
0 
0 
834 
18,432 
0 
41,855 
311 
0 
0 
0 
61,432 
OBGN 
70,711 
6,300 
1,23,033 
5,88,282 
47,815 
6,17,966 
56,630 
46,586 
85,897 
356,496 
19,99,718 
OBRS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2,37,623 
8,732 
0 
0 
0 
2,46,355 
OBDOL 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,082 
28,247 
29,329 
OBOTHS 
0 
20,588 
31,836 
1,79,410 
8,334 
4,06,876 
16,969 
3,989 
26,783 
0 
6,94,786 
NM 
76,697 
2,98,358 
16,32,604 
24,40,826 
2,29,492 
9,83,569 
65,978 
14,181 
77,747 
127,492 
59,46,942 
Total 
0 
0 
1,10,956 
58,996 
0 
0 
11,78,791 
0 
0 
0 
13,48,744 
ID 
TABLE 11 . Estimated MSY effort (demersal) 
State/Gear MTN PS MGN MBN MOTHS OBBS OBGN OBRS OBDOL OBOTHS NM Total 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Karnataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
14098 
69700 
91864 
486764 
11785 
507720 
164710 
44849 
250506 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2987 
36441 
23382 
13021 
1361 
58419 
61956 
196858 
9623 
9451 
2648 
6539 
66527 
24274 
0 
0 
2881 
0 
0 
0 
0 
115826 
9463 
101963 
2297 
71608 
822 
2437 
9 3 
691 
9775 
0 
0 
4 7 0 
15532 
0 
39250 
2 6 3 
0 
0 
61573 
8445 
90296 
650578 
40306 
513311 
43789 
52974 
70696 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
211194 
7374 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
912 
0 
20998 
41985 
115001 
2068 
335855 
13018 
4198 
21308 
63599 
277828 
1375762 
2056834 
225956 
860379 
50693 
12391 
65223 
0 
0 
99250 
349828 
0 
0 
1153192 
0 
0 
Gujarat 
Total 
259346 
1901341 
0 
75831 
69176 163930 
482559 306912 
5806 
204957 
0 
55515 
398416 
1930385 
0 
218569 
28855 
29767 
0 
554431 
135630 
5124294 
0 
1602270 
(MOTHS = other motorised boats; OBDOL = outboard motorised dol netter; OBOTHS = other outboard motorised boats; MTN = mechanised trawler; MPS = mechanised 
purse seiner; MGN = mechanised gill netter; MBN = mechanised bag netter; OBBS = outboard motorised boat seiner; OBGN = outboard motorised gill netter; OBRS = 
outboard motorised ring seiner; NM nonmechanised units). 
TABLE 12. Estimated effort (in boatdays) 
S t a t e / G e a r MTN PS MGN MBN MOTHS OBBS OBGN OBRS OBDOL OBOTH NM Total 
West Bengal 
Orlssa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Karna taka 
Goa 
M a h a r a s h t r a 
Gujara t 
14.247 
7 0 , 4 5 3 
97 ,435 
5 ,12,245 
11,773 
5 ,29 ,235 
1,70,537 
45 ,371 
2 .63 ,148 
2 .65 ,139 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 ,312 
4 2 , 6 7 5 
32 ,619 
15,513 
0 
1,562 
53 ,297 
75 ,359 
2 ,49 ,164 
9 .746 
10,811 
2 ,131 
5 ,003 
2 ,6925 
0 
0 
1.054 
2 .180 
0 
0 
0 
8 0 , 9 6 6 1 , 2 1 , 5 3 5 
6 6 , 1 2 3 1 , 5 0 , 3 7 2 
10.823 
9 9 . 3 8 5 
2 ,479 
97 ,761 
8 4 7 
2 ,705 
97 
312 
12,855 
6 ,490 
0 
0 
7 5 6 
18,334 
0 
4 1 , 4 0 1 
2 6 3 
0 
0 
0 
69 ,334 
6,521 
1,18,657 
5,99,406 
47 ,150 
6 ,09 ,937 
56 ,218 
4 7 , 1 6 3 
84 ,187 
3 ,64 ,940 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 ,35 ,693 
8 155 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,042 
2 8 , 3 7 4 
0 
20 .742 
33 .052 
1.65.342 
7 .375 
3 .65,849 
15,635 
4 ,016 
22 ,872 
0 
72 ,078 
2 ,94 ,038 
15 ,75 ,155 
23 ,59 ,381 
2 ,29 ,053 
9 ,59,441 
60 ,460 
13 ,596 
7 2 , 5 4 3 
1,31,671 
0 
0 
1,06,759 
94 .925 
0 
0 
11,69.180 
0 
0 
0 
r-i 
Total 19 ,79,582 94 ,119 5 , 5 4 , 1 6 2 3 , 0 2 , 0 6 7 
TABLE 13. Estimated optimum Jleet (in boats or units) 
S t a t e / G e a r MTN PN MGN MBN 
2 .33 .753 
MOTHS 
6 0 . 7 5 4 
OBBS 
20 ,03 ,512 2 ,43 ,847 
OBGN OBRS 
2 9 , 4 1 6 
OBDOL 
6,34.882 
OBOTHS 
5 7 . 6 7 . 4 1 5 
NM 
13.70.864 
Total 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nnadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Ka rna t aka 
Goa 
M a h a r a s h t r a 
Gujarat 
79 
391 
541 
2 ,846 
6 5 
2 ,940 
9 4 7 
2 5 2 
1.462 
1,473 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 8 
3 5 6 
2 7 2 
129 
0 
10 
3 5 5 
5 0 2 
1,661 
6 5 
72 
14 
3 3 
5 4 0 
4 4 1 
179 
0 
0 
7 
15 
0 
0 
0 
8 1 0 
1,002 
72 
6 6 3 
17 
652 
6 
18 
1 
2 
86 
4 3 
0 
0 
4 
92 
0 
2 0 7 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 4 7 
3 3 
5 9 3 
2 ,997 
2 3 6 
3 .050 
2 8 1 
236 
421 
1.825 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,178 
4 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
142 
0 
104 
165 
8 2 7 
3 7 
1,829 
7 8 
20 
114 
0 
3 6 0 
1,470 
7 ,876 
11,797 
1,145 
4 .797 
3 0 2 
6 8 
3 6 3 
6 5 8 
1,048 
3 ,016 
9 ,698 
2 0 , 8 7 8 
1.568 
14,119 
2 ,022 
8 8 3 
3 ,930 
5,584 
Total 10 ,998 784 3,694 2,014 1,558 304 10,018 1,219 147 3,174 28,837 62,748 
(MOTHS = o ther motorised boa ts ; OBDOL = ou tboard motorised dol netter; OBOTHS = other ou tboard motorised boats ; MTN = mechan i sed trawler; MPS = 
mechanised p u r s e seiner; MGN = mechan i sed gill netter; MBN = mechanised bag net ter ; OBBS = ou tboard motorised boat seiner; OBGN = outboard motorised 
gill netter; OBRS = ou tboard motorised ring seiner; NM nonmechanised uni ts) . 
Table 8 and 9 give the average CPUEs (av-
erage for 1992 to 1996) for the pelagics and 
demersals separately. 
The expected efforts corresponding to the 
vlSY estimates have been derived by dividing 
he MSY by the current CPUE. Thus the MSY 
effort for MTN for West Bengal for the pelagic 
fish has been found to be 3,858/266 x 1000 = 
14,486 boatdays. 
Similarly the MSY effort in respect of all 
the states have been arrived at and are shown 
in Tables 10 and 11. 
Thus two estimates of MSY efforts have 
been obtained from which the weighted MSY 
effort h a s been arrived at by obta ining a 
weighted average of these estimates. Thus the 
final estimate of MSY effort for the trawl fleet 
in West Bengal has been obtained as: 
Effort (MSY) = (14,486 x 266 + 14,098 x 
428) / (266 + 428) 
Similar effort (MSY)'values have been the 
fleets obtained for all (gears) statewise as given 
in Table 12. 
The optimum fleet size (in number of boats 
or units) has been obtained by dividing the ef-
fort (MSY) by the expected number of opera-
tions (fishing days) in a year (Table 13). 
Limitations 
• No estimates have been possible for the 
island territories of the Andamans and 
the Lakshadweep as the Institute has no 
detailed information on gearwise produc-
tion in these areas. 
• In the absence of required economic indi-
cators it is not possible to make a realis-
tic assessment of the actual fleet size that 
the fishery can sustain. The estimates 
presented here, to tha t extent, would 
mean the fleet required to be operated per 
day of fishing. However, the effort given 
in Table 12 can be taken as a reference 
point for managing the fisheries. 
• Estimates are subject to the assumption 
that the present dispensation would con-
tinue for some more time. However, ex-
perience shows that changes do occur very 
fast. For example, purse seine was not in 
operation in Maharashtra some six years 
ago. In Kerala, boat seine which was the 
main tackle in the traditional sector is 
getting replaced fast by ringseines. The 
operational efficiency of ringseine is in-
creasing day by day. Long voyages and 
multiday operations are quite popular 
with the trawlers in some parts of the 
country. Perhaps, this phenomenon may 
change the entire structure of trawling 
operations in the country. 
• A sizable proportion of production from 
the art isanal sector comes from Tamil 
Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. Hence it was 
felt that the estimates in respect of the 
nonmechanised units in these two states 
needed further investigation. However, 
the difference of such estimates from the 
estimates in Table 13 is negligible. 
As mentioned above, the determination of 
the optimum fleet size is beset with the prob-
lem of changes in fishing practices. This is more 
conspicuous in view of the rapid motorization 
of the traditional fishing craft. Motorization of 
traditional craft has led to, in many maritime 
states, fabrication of nets that are more effi-
cient than the erstwhile ones. Table 14 gives 
the replacement ratios for the purse seine and 
ring seine fleets in Kerala and Karnataka in 
terms of the major traditional gear. 
TABLE 14. Replacement ratios 
State Gear OBBS 
Kerala Purse seine 4.8 
Ring seine 1.9 
Karnataka Purse seine 14.5 
Ring seine 2.1 
OBGN 
32.2 
12.9 
12.0 
1-7 
OBRS 
2 .5 
-
6.9 
-
NM 
73.5 
29.4 
16.0 
2 . 3 
This would mean that a purse seine in 
Kerala effectively replaces 4.8 OBBS, 32,2 
OBGN, 2.5 OBRS and 73.5 NM units, and so 
on. The socioeconomic implication of such re-
placement schedule, as has been happening in 
the southwest coast of India, is quite formida-
ble and alarming. 
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941 MARINEFISH-FAMINE'C?) IN KARNATAKA WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 
UDUPI DISTRICT DURING 1998-'99 
C. Muthiah, Uma S.Bhat, Alii C. Gupta and B. Shridhar 
Mangalore Research Centre ofCMFRI, Mangalore - 575001, India 
'Marinefish-famine' is an issue often raised 
by the fishermen of Karnataka over the past 
several years whenever, they are affected mone 
tarily and there is a failure of major fisheries of 
the region like mackerel and oil sardine and 
the high-value resources like cutt lefishes, 
squids and prawns. In the beginning of the 
fishing season, September-October 1998, the 
machanised sector complained of fish famine 
as they could not get the expected quantity of 
certain high priced fish varieties which they 
harvested in bountiful and got appreciable mon-
etary benefit during the previous season. Be-
cause of this the fishermen's cry of 'fish fam-
ine' was little more pronounced during 1998. 
During the decadal period of 1988-'97 the 
annual marine fish production of Karnataka 
varied between l ,42 ,369t in 1993 and 2,51,012 
t in 1989 with an annual average of 1,76,506 t 
(Table 1) (CMFRI). The production of 1,64,710 
t in 1998 was 6.7% and 14.9% less than the 
average for the above 10 year period and the 
first five-year period (1988-'92) respectively, but 
3.2% higher than the second five-year period 
of 1993-'97. The annual fluctuation in marine 
fish production of the state, as compared to the 
previous year during the last decade, varied 
from (—) 29% in 1990 (as compared to the pre-
vious year, 1989) to (+) 59.5% in 1986 (as com-
pared to 1985). The decrease of 12.3%) in pro-
duction in 1998 as compared to 1997 is a nor-
mal fluctuation. However, the study on the 
landings of different categories of fish groups 
shows, (Table 2) that decline of high value fish 
resources like cephalopods (36.3%, — 4,345 t), 
ribbonfishes (65.7%—5,186 t). prawns (33.3%, 
— 3,290 t), mackerel (25.0%, — 10,848 t) etc., 
had led to the loss of Rs.94.5 crores to the fish-
ermen of Karnataka during 1998 as compared 
to 1997. The production deficit of 111 t of 
prawns, 4,352 t of mackerel and 1,700 t of 
cephalopods during September-October of 1998 
in the Mangalore-Malpe area as compared to 
1997 has resulted in a loss of Rs. 19.4 crores to 
marine fishery sector. The fishermen had ex-
pected to harvest these high value resources 
similar to the same level as in the correspond-
ing period of the previous year. Nevertheless, 
the reduced availability of these resources in 
1998 especially during September-October 
made the fishermen to incur loss. This had led 
the fishermen to put forward several reasons 
as the causes for the production deficit in 1998 
and finally to self-declare the year as 'fish fam-
ine' affected. 
TABLE 1. Marine fish landings in Karnataka 
during 1988-'98 
Year 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Catch 
(tonnes) 
2,12,411 
2,51,012 
1,78,334 
1,56,654 
1,68,810 
1,42,369 
1,49,699 
1,48,941 
1,69,068 
1,87,758 
1,64,710 
+ /-- compared to 
previous year (%) 
—3.7 
18.2 
—29.0 
— 12.2 
7.8 
— 15.7 
5.1 
—0.5 
13.5 
11.1 
— 12.3 
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TABLE 2. Specieswise marine fish landings (tonnes) 
in Kamataka during 1997 and 1998 
Name of fish 
Elasmobranchs 
Catfishes 
Oil sardine 
Other sardines 
Anchovies 
Other clupeoids 
Croakers 
Whitefish 
Flatfishes 
Threadfin breams 
rybbonflshes 
Carangids 
Silverbellies 
Pomfrets 
Mackerel 
Seerfishes 
Tunas & billflshes 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Squilla 
Cephalopods 
Lizardfishes 
Barracudas 
Groupers 
Goatfishes 
Other perches 
Wolf-herrings 
Other fishes 
Total 
1997 
812 
107 
9,854 
8,122 
8,766 
1,568 
3,137 
1,033 
8,619 
11,389 
7,890 
16,893 
1,654 
1,433 
43,466 
2,491 
2,168 
9,890 
2.296 
20,587 
11,977 
2,468 
785 
2,125 
3 
5.954 
460 
1,811 
1,87,758 
1998 Difference 
1,602 
170 
13,944 
7,721 
8,540 
3.592 
3.921 
1.585 
6.531 
13,359 
2.704 
16,234 
2,514 
1,355 
32,618 
2,160 
3,623 
6,600 
797 
12,435 
7,632 
3,929 
2,002 
1,836 
34 
5,053 
202 
2,017 
1.64,710 
790 
6 3 
4.090 
—401 
—226 
2.024 
784 
552 
—2.088 
1.970 
—5.186 
—659 
860 
—78 
—10.848 
—331 
1.455 
—3,290 
—1,499 
—8,152 
—4,345 
1,461 
1,217 
—289 
31 
—901 
—258 
206 
—23,048 
'Fish famine'- Situation in Udupi District 
There are 31 fish landing centres/fishing 
villages in the Udupi district s tart ing from 
Mulki-Hejmadi-Kodi in the south to Kesar Kodi 
in the north. According to the Rapid Assess-
ment Survey of Craft and Gear conducted by 
CMFRI during 1998 there are 1.051 mechanised 
vessels. 1.225 motorised boats and 914 non-
motorised boats engaged in marine fishing along 
the 100 km length coast hne of the district. The 
mechanised vessels employ trawl and /purse 
seine during September-May period whereas, 
the motorised and non-motorised boats oper-
ate gillnet for larger species during September-
May or g i l lnet / r ing seines ['matubale' and 
'ranibale'), castnet, hand-trawl and longline for 
smaller fishes dur ing the monsoon season 
(June-August). As the Udupi district has been 
recently formed by bifurcat ing the former 
Dakshina Kannada district, at present there is 
no separate fishery catch statistics available for 
the district. Nevertheless, the study of marine 
fish production at the Malpe Fisheries Harbour 
(MFH) and that of the former Dakshina Kannada 
District which together contribute about 59% 
of the marine fish production of the state would 
give a fairly reasonable picture of fishery sce-
nario of the Udupi district during the 'fish fam-
ine 'year 1998-'99. 
Malpe Fisheries Harbour commissioned 
during 1986-'87 is an all weather fishing port 
and at present provides landing facilities for 775 
mechanised vessels (73.7% of the district's to-
tal number of mechanised vessels) and 235 mo-
torised boats (19% of the district's total number 
of motorised boats). 
The annual marine fish production at MFH 
during the decadal period of 1988/ '89-1997/ 
•98, oscillated from 19,601 t (1995-'96) to 55,906 
t (1989-'90) with an annual average of 34,526 t 
(Table 3). During this period the decrease in 
production in different years varied from 5.8% 
(1995-'96) to 40.9% (1990-'91) and the increase 
from 7.2% (1988-'89) to 98.9% (1996-'97). This 
shows that the annual production at MFH fluc-
tuated widely similar to that observed in the 
all-India or Karnataka marine fish landings. 
The average annual production during the first 
five-year period (1988/'89-' '92/'93) was 39,192 
t, which decreased to 29,860 t during the next 
five-year period (1993/ '94- '97/ '98). The pro-
duction of 34,661 t during the 'fish famine' af-
13 
fected year of 1998-'99 was 0.4% (135 t) and 
16.1% (4,801 t) higher than the average of the 
decadal period and second the five-year period 
1993 / ' 94 -1997 / ' 98 respectively. However, 
when, compared to the first five-year period 
(1988/'89-1992/'93) the landing in 1998-'99 
was less by 11.6% (4,531 t). Also when com-
pared to the previous year (1997-'98), which 
recorded the second peak landing of 50,558 t 
ever after the commissioning of the port in 1987, 
the landing in 1998-'99 has dropped substan-
tially by 31.4% (15,897 t). Similar trend was 
observed at MFH during 1989-'90 and 1990-91 
(Table 4). The year 1989-'90 witnessed the high-
est ever-recorded landing of 55,906 t and the 
following year registered a heavy fall of 40.9% 
(22, 849 t) in production. 
TABLE 3. Marine fish landings at Malpe Fisheries 
harbour during 1988/'89- 1998-'99 
Year 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
1995-'96 
1996-'97 
1997-'98 
Average (10 Years) 
1998'99 
Catch 
(tonnes) 
48,492 
55,906 
33,057 
26,258 
32,245 
19,346 
20,803 
19,601 
38,992 
50,558 
34,526 
34,661 
+/—Compared to 
previous year (%) 
7.2 
15.3 
—40.9 
—20.6' 
22.8 
—40.0 
7.5 
—5.8 
98.9 
29.7 
—31.4 
Estimated monthwise fish landings by all 
gear at MFH during 1997-'98 and 1998-'99 are 
shown in Table 4 and 5. It can be seen that out 
of 33 fish groups, which support the fishery, 
only 10 resource groups recorded collectively 
an increase of 2,408 t during 1998-'99. The 
rest of 23 resource groups together have regis-
tered a decrease of 18,308 t. As the remark-
able slump pertained to the commercially im-
por tan t resource groups like cuttle fishes, 
squids, ribbon fish, prawns etc. the fishermen 
were economically affected. The production by 
all gear d u r i n g 1998- ' 99 was va lued at 
Rs.5,049.4 lakhs as compared to Rs.7,586.3 
lakhs in 1997-'98 (Table 5). Therefore, the loss 
of income to the owners dur ing 1998-'99 
amounted to Rs. 2,536.9 lakhs (33.4%). 
The analysis of monthwise marine fish 
landing during 1993/ '94-1998/ '99 (Table 6) 
shows that during 1998-'99, the production 
declined only during two months June by 199 t 
and August 89 t is not considerable because, 
fishing by mechanised vessels was banned dur-
ing June-August by the Government) October 
(665 t) and December (1,061 t) as compared to 
the average monthly catch during the five year 
period of 1993/ '94-1997/ '98. But when com-
pared to the previous year (1997-'98) the land-
ing fell short remarkably during eight out of 
n ine f ishing m o n t h s ; April (2,933t) , May 
(5,639t). J u n e (759 t), September (1,090 t), Oc-
tober (4,154 t), December (1,764 t), February 
(632 t) and March (1,475 t). The production 
decrease varied from 15.4% in September to 
60.2% in May (Table 6). 
Gearwise scenario 
Purse seine fish landings 
Eight—five purse seiners are based at MFH 
and their catch details during the past five years 
(1993/'94-1997/'98) are given in Table 7. It is 
seen that the annual catch varied from 6,429 t 
in '95-'96 to 17,733 t in '96-'97 with an annual 
average of 10.527 t for an average effort of 6,071 
uni t s (boat days) and catch-per-unit-effort 
(cpue) of 1,734 kg. In 1998-'99 the landing of 
12,816 t at a cpue of 2,099 kg for 6,107 units 
is 21.7% (2,289 t) which is higher than that of 
the five-year average (10,527 t) and 3% (179 t) 
more than the previous year (12,437 t). This 
clearly shows that the purse seine fishery was 
better during the 'fish-famine' year, 1998-'99. 
Though the purse seine landing during 
1998-'99 was higher by 3% as compared to last 
year, the total production value was less by 
4.2% (Rs. 68.9 lakhs (Tables 8 and 9). This 
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TABLE 5. Estimated marine Jish landings (t) by all gear at Malpe Fisheries Harbour during 1998-'99 
O) 
Species/Gear 
Elasmobranchs 
Catfishes 
Oilsardlne 
Lesser sardines 
Anchovies 
Other clupeoids 
Croakers 
Whiteflsh 
Flatfishes 
Threadfln breams 
Ribbonflshes 
Carangids 
Silverbellies 
Pomfrets 
Mackerel 
Seerflshes 
Tunas & billflshes 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Squilla 
Cephalopods 
Lizardfishes 
Flatheads 
Barracudas 
Bullseye 
Groupers 
Goatflshes 
Other perches 
FuUbeaks 
Wolf-herrings 
Other fishes 
Trashfishes 
Total 
Apr. 
0.2 
0 
0 
52.7 
191.4 
23.4 
24.1 
34.4 
89.6 
292.7 
95.6 
147.0 
89.9 
1.3 
92.7 
28.4 
2.0 
160.5 
8.7 
440.5 
271.2 
255.6 
31.3 
48.9 
206.7 
24.1 
0 
10.9 
0 
0 
51.0 
0 
2,674.8 
May 
5.2 
0.1 
34.7 
6.5 
87.3 
20.2 
52.2 
73.5 
99.6 
836.8 
652.3 
190.1 
39.7 
4.9 
64.9 
44.0 
19.1 
130.7 
5.6 
474.2 
328.2 
248.7 
19.0 
53.8 
146.8 
48.4 
0 
0 
0.6 
1.8 
38.5 
0 
3,727.4 
Jun. 
0.9 
0 
0 
0 
1.8 
0 
1.2 
1.4 
0 
4.3 
6.9 
2.5 
1.1 
0 
2.0 
3.4 
9.4 
0.6 
0.2 
1.0 
13.8 
6.0 
0 
0 
2.7 
0.8 
0 
0 
0.3 
0 
3.7 
1.5 
65.5 
Jul. 
0.7 
0 
3.4 
34.6 
139.0 
114.0 
35.6 
37.7 
4.1 
0 
1.8 
4.3 
37.1 
4.1 
182.4 
1.0 
0 
187.3 
0.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.1 
0 
0 
0.5 
0 
788.2 
Aug. 
0.1 
0 
97.8 
45.5 
147.7 
121.5 
19.6 
21.5 
4.0 
1.0 
0.6 
0.6 
15.1 
2.1 
212.9 
0.6 
0 
3.8 
0.1 
0 
3.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
22.3 
0 
720.2 
Sep. 
10.1 
2.5 
168.5 
85.4 
21.7 
548.6 
23.7 
52.1 
153.7 
873.9 
3.1 
293.0 
168.4 
60.9 
2,741.8 
42.8 
40.2 
1.7 
0.5 
0 
372.4 
52.1 
31.1 
55.3 
81.4 
94.0 
0 
0 
26.1 
1.4 
4.1 
0 
6,010.5 
Oct. 
8.7 
0.8 
51.7 
22.1 
8.0 
30.2 
45.4 
4.0 
501.5 
0 
17.3 
1,502.0 
15.1 
28.2 
1,815.6 
41.6 
24.3 
31.2 
0.2 
0 
2.4 
2.5 
3.3 
5.1 
16.8 
7.2 
0 
2.7 
0.5 
0.9 
10.1 
0 
4,198.9 
Nov. 
20.5 
2.8 
32.0 
55.3 
19.7 
47.3 
8.5 
7.7 
92.2 
1,493.3 
14.1 
1,431.0 
28.3 
24.8 
860.2 
78.4 
22.8 
11.1 
0.8 
8.5 
141.7 
59.7 
78.8 
8.4 
200.9 
26.7 
0 
1.0 
1.3 
2.7 
14.1 
0 
4,794.6 
Dec. 
8.2 
0.4 
88.5 
228.9 
36.2 
16.4 
13.8 
3.8 
28.2 
33.0 
31.1 
341.2 
23.5 
4.1 
21.4 
41.6 
8.0 
25.2 
1.4 
47.4 
27.8 
8.0 
6.9 
3.9 
45.1 
7.8 
0 
0.5 
0 
1.5 
10.2 
0 
1,114.0 
Jan. 
6.5 
0 
340.0 
1,118.9 
205.6 
20.5 
63.7 
20.0 
116.2 
205.4 
14.0 
116.2 
20.5 
40.0 
72.9 
22.8 
1.3 
104.2 
14.8 
496.7 
228.1 
4.7 
3.9 
9.4 
20.7 
21.6 
0 
1.0 
0.4 
20.2 
14.7 
0 
3,324.9 
Feb. 
12.4 
0 
179.7 
11.4 
280.4 
17.9 
41.1 
27.7 
73.5 
635.1 
8.4 
87.9 
21.2 
26.1 
130.4 
23.0 
6.7 
148.5 
35.4 
496.8 
219.5 
59.7 
29.7 
41.6 
61.9 
63.6 
0 
1.7 
0.8 
9.3 
16.4 
0 
2,767.8 
Mar. 
31.1 
0.8 
311.0 
48.8 
412.6 
11.2 
60.8 
29.1 
138.5 
770.7 
64.1 
378.4 
59.3 
17.5 
110.1 
37.9 
23.3 
133.6 
35.8 
780.2 
281.1 
194.7 
139.1 
78.5 
171.2 
91.9 
0 
3.6 
0.5 
14.4 
39.5 
5.8 
4,475.1 
Total 
104.6 
7.4 
1,307.3 
1,710.0 
1,551.4 
971.2 
389.7 
312.9 
1,301.1 
5,146.2 
909.3 
4,494.2 
519.2 
214.0 
6,307.3 
365.0 
157.1 
938.4 
104.0 
2,745.3 
1,889.7 
891.7 
343.1 
304.9 
954.2 
386.1 
0 
21.5 
30.5 
52.2 
225.1 
7.3 
34,661.9 
+/—compare 
to 97-98 
-217.6 
-26 .1 
-1,934.7 
279.3 
436.9 
636.5 
-23 .7 
29.8 
376.6 
-954.9 
-3,673.1 
902.8 
-238.3 
11.4 
-1,039.3 
-46 .0 
- 0 . 2 
-414.1 
-222.4 
-1037.3 
-4,442.4 
-1138.3 
-501.2 
-268.5 
-1317.0 
-210.4 
- 0 . 7 
-72 .7 
24.2 
- 7 . 5 
-217.8 
1.7 
-15,896.8 
was due to decreased production of high 
value varieties like oil sardine by 1,993 t and 
mackerel by 621 t during September and Octo-
ber. 
Thus, the increase in production and cpue 
in 1988-'99 as compared to the five-year aver-
age and the previous year distinctly indicate 
that during 1998-99 the purse seine fishery has 
actually improved in terms of quantity of fish 
landed, but incurred minor economic loss. If 
the loss (Rs. 68.9 lakh) is shared by 85 purse 
seiners, then the per boat loss amounted to Rs. 
0.8 lakh. 
TABLE 6 Monthwise marine fish production at Malpe Fisheries Harbour by all gear during 1993/'94 - 1998/'99 
Year 1993-'94 1994-'95 1995-'96 1996-'97 1997-'98 Average 1998-'99 +/—compared +/—compared +/—coapared +/—coapared 
for 5 to 5 years to 5 years to'97-'98 to'97-'98(%) 
years average (t) average (%) 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
829 
759 
219 
58 
876 
4.500 
2,857 
2,265 
2,294 
1,933 
821 
1,935 
2,335 
2,736 
80 
132 
598 
3,533 
2,714 
3,145 
1,606 
1,230 
1,207 
1,487 
1,478 
1,400 
61 
511 
703 
4,694 
1,270 
2,031 
1,140 
1,909 
1,355 
3,049 
2,417 
2,610 
139 
378 
1,183 
5,260 
9,127 
5,307 
2,958 
3,665 
3,132 
3,116 
5,608 
9,366 
825 
396 
686 
7,100 
8,353 
3,005 
2.878 
2,991 
3,400 
5,950 
2,473 
3,374 
265 
295 
809 
5,017 
4,864 
3,151 
2,175 
2,346 
1,983 
3,107 
2,675 
3,727 
66 
788 
720 
6,010 
4,199 
4,795 
1,114 
3,325 
2,768 
4,475 
202 
353 
—199 
4^3 
-89 
993 
—665 
1,644 
—1,061 
979 
785 
1,368 
8.2 
10,5 
—75.1 
167.1 
—11.0 
19.8 
—13.7 
52.2 
- 4 8 . 8 
41.7 
39.6 
44.0 
—2,933 
—5,639 
—759 
392 
34 
—1,090 
-^ ,154 
1,790 
—1,764 
334 
- 6 3 2 
—1,475 
-52 .3 
-60.2 
—92.0 
99.0 
5.0 
—15.4 
-49.7 
59.6 
—61.3 
11.2 
-18 .6 
—24.8 
Total 19.346 20,803 19,601 38,992 50558 29,859 34,662 4,803 
T A B L E 7. Gearwise marine fish landings at Malpe Fisheries Harbour during 1993/'94 
Y e a r 1 9 9 3 - ' 9 4 1 9 9 4 - ' 9 5 I 9 9 5 - ' 9 6 1 9 9 6 - ' 9 7 1 9 9 7 - ' 9 8 
16.1 —15,896 
- 1998/'99 
A v e r a g e for 
5 y e a r s 
—31.4 
1 9 9 8 - ' 9 9 
P u r s e s e i n e 
C a t c h (t) 
Effort [unit) 
C / E (kg) 
D r i f t - g i l l n e t 
C a t c h (t) 
Effort (unit) 
C / E (kg) 
I n d i g e n o u s g e a r 
C a t c h (t) 
S i n g l e - d a y t r a w l 
C a t c h (t) 
Effort (uni t ) 
C / E (kg) 
M u l t i - d a y t r a w l 
C a t c h (t) 
Effort (uni t ) 
C / E (kg) 
9 , 5 1 7 
5 , 7 0 4 
1 , 6 6 8 
3 4 4 
2 . 7 0 2 
1 2 7 
5 6 2 
3 , 6 5 2 
2 4 , 4 5 8 
1 4 9 
5 , 2 7 1 
4 , 8 7 8 
1 ,081 
6 , 5 1 9 
5 , 1 4 2 
1 ,268 
5 7 7 
4 , 0 2 9 
1 4 3 
6 9 2 
4 , 1 6 7 
1 5 , 4 2 6 
2 7 0 
9 , 2 9 5 
6 , 4 8 1 
1 ,434 
6 , 4 2 9 
5 , 3 5 8 
1 ,200 
1 2 0 
1 , 7 5 5 
6 8 
7 3 6 
2 , 0 4 6 
1 7 , 1 8 0 
1 1 9 
1 0 , 2 7 0 
7 , 9 2 0 
1 ,297 
1 7 , 7 3 3 
7 , 3 9 6 
2 , 3 9 8 
3 7 4 
4 , 0 4 4 
9 2 
1 ,198 
4 , 8 6 0 
1 6 , 8 0 2 
2 8 9 
1 4 , 8 2 7 
7 , 9 5 0 
1 ,865 
1 2 , 4 3 7 
6 , 7 5 3 
1 ,842 
4 5 2 
3 , 8 8 6 
1 1 6 
1 ,004 
6 , 6 4 0 
1 9 , 9 7 4 
3 3 2 
3 0 , 0 2 5 
8 , 9 3 6 
3 , 3 6 0 
1 0 , 5 2 7 
6 , 0 7 1 
1 ,734 
3 7 3 
3 , 2 8 3 
1 1 4 
8 3 8 
4 , 2 7 3 
1 8 , 7 6 8 
2 2 8 
1 3 , 9 3 8 
7 , 2 3 3 
1 ,927 
1 2 , 8 1 6 
6 , 1 0 7 
2 , 0 9 9 
5 1 9 
5 , 2 7 6 
9 7 
1 ,463 
4 , 8 8 4 
1 9 , 0 2 6 
2 5 7 
1 4 , 9 7 8 
6 , 5 9 0 
2 , 2 7 3 
Total catch 19,346 21,250 19,601 38,992 50,558 29,949 34,660 
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TABLE 8. Geanvise estimated marine fish landing (t) and value (Rs) at Malpe Fisheries Harbour during April '97-March '98 
S p e c i e s / G e a r 
Elasorabranchs 
Catlishes 
Oilsardine 
Lesser sardines 
Anchovies 
Other clupeoids 
Croakers 
Whitefish 
Flatfishes 
Tread fim breams 
i^bbon fish 
Carangids 
Silverbeiiies 
Pomfrets 
Maclierel 
Seerfishes 
Tunas and billfishes 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Squilla 
Cephalopods 
Lizand fishers 
Flatheads 
Barracudas 
Bullseye 
Groupers 
Goatfishes 
Other perches 
Full beaks 
Wolf-herrings 
Other fishes 
Trahfishes 
Total 
Ellort(Unit) 
P u r s e 
seine(t) 
45.0 
0 
3,195.0 
1.403.8 
81.2 
111.8 
24.7 
1.4 
2.0 
0 
0 
653.9 
27.3 
53.9 
6,341.5 
28.3 
2.3 
46.9 
0 
0 
2.6 
0 
0 
309.5 
0 
30.2 
0 
0.1 
1.9 
0 
74.2 
0 
12,437.5 
6,753 
v a l u e 
(Rs) 
20,27,025 
0 
4,79,24,550 
5,61,5048 
2,43,552 
3,35,496 
3,70,005 
27,900 
12,048 
0 
0 
19,61,559 
5,45,54 
21,57,000 
9,51,22,575 
11,33,080 
23,090 
37.50,240 
0 
0 
1,04,480 
0 
0 
15,47,315 
0 
90,459 
0 
150 
5,820 
0 
2,22,702 
0 
16,27.28,648 
Mul t i -day 
t rawl (t) 
184.9 
27.0 
2.5 
18.6 
978.4 
73.1 
198.0 
182.7 
132.1 
6,629.5 
3,957.1 
2,706.3 
371.4 
122.6 
673.2 
215.6 
0 
496.3 
199.0 
796.0 
6.273.7 
2,019.5 
815.2 
245,5 
2.271.2 
564.1 
0,7 
92.9 
0 
57.7 
314.1 
5.6 
30,024,5 
8,936 
V a l u e Single-day 
(Rs) 
55,46,820 
6,75,775 
25,200 
93,025 
19,56,882 
2,19,156 
29,70,675 
27,40,980 
13,21.120 
2,41,18,068 
4,74,85,560 
81,18,762 
11,14,227 
49,04,120 
1,00,98,720 
86,22,960 
0 
4,96,26,900 
995175 
15,91,928 
28,23,15,465 
1,21,17,252 
44,83,413 
17,18,451 
90,84.944 
8,460,900 
2,022 
1,85,876 
0 
4,33,110 
14,13,266 
11,186 
49,24,51,938 
t rawl (t) 
20.3 
0.6 
6.6 
1.6 
454.8 
64.8 
178.8 
81.1 
785.0 
71.5 
623.5 
203.7 
325.8 
22.1 
8.1 
4.0 
0 
541.6 
125.4 
2,986,8 
55.7 
10.5 
29,0 
3,4 
0 
2.3 
0 
0.9 
0 
0.9 
31.0 
0 
6,640.4 
19,974 
Value 
(Rs) j 
4,06,580 
87,00 
1,32,060 
11,165 
1364,397 
2,59,336 
17,88,370 
12,15,855 
62,80,376 
2,85,820 
93.52,050 
4,07,410 
9,77,457 
7,72.975 
1.21,695 
1,15,075 
0 
2,70,81,700 
8,77,877 
4,48,0182 
16,71,870 
62,748 
1,45,245 
17,010 
0 
18,088 
0 
2,760 
0 
7,080 
92,946 
0 
5,79,56,827 
Drift 
;illnet(t) 
70.7 
5,9 
0,2 
0 
0 
0 
0.1 
0 
0 
0 
0.2 
5.4 
0 
3.3 
7.8 
161.7 
155.1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15.1 
0 
0 
0 
0.2 
4.3 
1.1 
21.0 
0 
452.1 
3,886 
Va lue 
(Rs) 
33,94,512 
1,78,410 
2,790 
0 
0 
0 
710 
0 
0 
0 
1,600 
38,066 
0 
1,47,285 
1,16,385 
97,01,940 
31,02,100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3,01,680 
0 
0 
0 
1,900 
64,605 
9,008 
1,67,792 
0 
1,72,28,783 
I n d i g e n o u s 
gea r (t) 
0.9 
0 
37.6 
6.6 
191.9 
85.1 
11.8 
18.0 
5.2 
0 
1.8 
22.1 
33.1 
0.7 
315.8 
0.7 
0 
267.8 
2.0 
0 
0 
0 
0.1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.2 
0 
0 
2.6 
0 
1,004,0 
-
Value 
(Rs) 
8,750 
0 
5,64,525 
32,825 
5,75,934 
3,40,376 
1,17,690 
2,70.525 
41.960 
0 
14,000 
44,108 
66,102 
7,320 
47,37,510 
7,260 
0 
2,14,20,240 
9.855 
0 
0 
0 
480 
0 
0 
0 
0 
654 
0 
0 
7,665 
0 
2,82,67,779 
Total 
vaule(RS) 
11,383,687 
8,62.885 
4,86,49,125 
57,52.063 
41,40,765 
11,54,364 
52,47,450 
42,55,260 
76,55,504 
2,44,03,888 
5,68,53,210 
1,05,69.905 
22,12,340 
79,88,700 
11,01,96.885 
1,95,80,315 
31,25,190 
10,18.79,080 
18,82,907 
60,72,110 
28,40,91,815 
1,21,80,000 
46,29,138 
35,84,456 
90,84,944 
85,69,447 
2.022 
1,91,340 
70,425 
4.49,198 
19,04,371 
11,186 
75,86,33,975 
TABLE 9. Gerwise estimated marine fish landing (t) and value (Rs) at Malpe Fisheries Harbour during 
April '98-March'99 
Spedes/gear 
Elasmolxanchs 
Catfishes 
Ogsaidne 
Lessersaidines 
Andwies 
Other dupeoids 
Cnoakas 
Whilefish 
Flatfehes 
Ttoeadfinbreams 
Ribbonfsh 
C a r a n ^ 
Silveibellies 
Pomlrels 
Mackerel 
Seerfehes 
T U B S and billfisht 
Pawns 
Crabs 
SquiBa 
Cephatopods 
Octopus 
Lizards&hes 
Flalheads 
Banacudas 
Bullseye 
Groupers 
Goat&hes 
Otlierperdies 
Fullbeaks 
Wolf-herrings 
Otheifches 
•ftashlishes 
Total 
Effort (unit] 
Prjise 
seineW 
0 
IS 
1202.1 
1614.8 
81.6 
638.8 
712 
44.6 
2.5 
0 
10.0 
31112 
30.8 
1012 
5721.3 
65 
es 31.1 
2.9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
52.0 
0 
0 
0 
0.7 
25.8 
0 
65.2 
0 
12816.2 
6107 
Value 
(Rs) 
0 
37,340 
2,40,42.000 
80.73,975 
2,44580 
19,16295 
14,23,320 
8,91,000 
15,006 
0 
1,50.000 
93.33.723 
77.115 
50,61,400 
1029,83,670 
3,27,450 
3,72.996 
2,63250 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2,59,930 
0 
0 
0 
2,025 
1,03,072 
0 
2,60,996 
0 
1,55,83,9153 
Multi-day 
trawl (t) 
57.7 
03 
32 
152 
10602 
58.6 
1863 
1335 
54.0 
51383 
689.8 
12365 
1322 
90.7 
1975 
91.3 
0 
3022 
45.9 
624.4 
1880.1 
0.8 
891.7 
334.1 
230.9 
954.1 
378.4 
0 
20.3 
0 
45.7 
1085 
72 
14970.9 
6590 
Value 
(Rs) 
20,19,535 
22275 
48,166 
91,158 
3I2a738 
2,05,093 
37,37,420 
26,69,840 
6,48,444 
30829908 
1,03,46,280 
61,82,735 
3,96,699 
45.35,600 
39,49,660 
45,64,650 
0 
3,77,79,000 
2,75.142 
12,48,898 
10,34,01.785 
1,62,480 
71,33,888 
20,M,450 
18,46,896 
47,70,605 
75,67,700 
0 
40,582 
0 
3,65,760 
5,42,700 
18.350 
24,05,11,086 
Sin^e-day 
trawl (t) 
3.6 
01 
23 
0 
1235 
40.8 
76.7 
75.6 
1237.1 
1& 
2063 
134.6 
308.0 
72 
4.3 
1.0 
0 
442.0 
57.6 
21205 
9.6 
0.4 
0 
9.0 
0.6 
0 
7.7 
0 
0.4 
0 
0.4 
5.4 
0 
4884.3 
19026 
Value 
(Rs) 
78672 
1,365 
57,120 
0 
495324 
2,Ot.095 
9,20,772 
13,61.178 
123,70,750 
39,010 
33,10912 
3.36,405 
9,24,081 
2,86,680 
86,280 
23,825 
0 
2,6521,020 
461,016 
42,41.668 
3,34.705 
41.00 
0 
45,(J25 
4.032 
0 
76880 
0 
1,408 
0 
3,544 
16,227 
0 
522,06.124 
Drift-
gillnettt) 
425 
4.6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
01 
7.1 
0 
8.6 
18.8 
261.7 
126.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
215 
0 
0 
0 
02 
4.6 
61 
14.7 
0 
5195 
5376 
Value 
(Rs) 
2126,700 
1,60580 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1200 
56488 
0 
431,600 
282,165 
1.85,25,570 
27,71516 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5,37,850 
0 
0 
0 
1590 
69,375 
60,590 
147240 
0 
251.72,461 
Indigenous 
gear(t) 
08 
0 
99.0 
793 
2853 
233.1 
55.0 
59.0 
7.4 
0 
2.4 
45 
48.0 
62 
3655 
1.6 
0 
191.1 
0.6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
01 
0 
0 
223 
0 
14635 
-
Value 
(Rs) 
8,100 
0 
19,79,820 
4,79B34 
1,43548 
11,65,325 
6,60,060 
8,85,090 
73,840 
0 
19,424 
11,943 
1,20,073 
61,760 
73,09.260 
16140 
0 
1,71,96,750 
2,820 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
296 
0 
0 
68,775 
0 
3,12,02,458 
Total 
value (Rs) 
42,33,007 
221560 
2,61.27,105 
86,44767 
5.00,43,000 
34,90506 
67,41,572 
58,07,108 
1,31,08,040 
3,08,68,948 
1,3827516 
1,5921.294 
15,17,968 
1.03,77„040 
11,46,11,035 
2,34,57,635 
31.44512 
817,60,020 
7,38378 
5430566 
1057,39,490 
1,66,580 
7153,888 
20,49,475 
26,48,708 
47,70,605 
76,44580 
0 
45,901 
• 1.72,447 
4,29594 
10,35,938 
18.350 
50,49,49,635 
Gillnetjish landings 
Motorised canoes operate gillnets with 
mesh-slze varying from 65 to 135 mm for ex-
ploiting larger species like seerfishes, sharks 
and rays, t u n a s and bil lf ishes, catf ishes, 
pomfrets, barracuda, carangids etc., during all 
months except monsoon period (June-August). 
The annual landing during the five-year period 
of 1993/'94-1997/'98 varied from 120 t i n 1995-
'96 to 5771 in 1994-'95 with an average of 373t 
(Table 7). The gillnet fishery during 1998-'99 
was fairly good with an annual production of 
519 t which is 146 t (39.1%) and 67 t (14.8%) 
higher than the five-yearly average of 373 t and 
the previous year's (1997-'98) catch of 452 t 
respectively, However, the cpue has come down 
from 116 kg in 1997/ '98 to '97 kg in 1998-'99. 
This was owing to more effort put in 1998-'99 
i.e., 5,376 units as against 3,886 units in 1997-
'98 and the annual average of 3,283 units dur-
ing 1993/ '94-1997/ '98. 
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The gillnet fishermen have earned more eco-
nomic returns during 1998-'99 as the production 
was valued at Rs. 251.7 lakhs against Rs. 172.3 
lakhs during 1997-'98 (Tables 8 and 9). 
Indigenous gearjish landings 
Indigenous gear fishing is practiced in the 
Malpe area during the monsoon season (June-
August) when the mechanised vessel fishing is 
banned. Motorised and non-motorised canoes 
carry out fishing opera t ions with gi l lnets 
i'kanthabale', 'pattabale', 'kotibale'), ring seines 
['matubale', 'ranibale'], shore seines, castnet 
and hand-trawl. The fishery during 1998-'99 
has Improved over the previous year. The to-
tal landing during 1998-'99 was estimated at 
1,463 t which is 625 t (74.6%) and 459 t (45.7%) 
higher than the five-year (1993/ '94-1997/ '98) 
annual average landing and that of previous 
year respectively (Table 7). The income earned 
from the fishery during 1998-'99 was Rs.3.1 
crores against Rs.2.8 crores in the previous year 
(Tables 8 and 9). Overall, the indigenous gear 
fishery during the Tish famine'year 1998-'99 
was better than the preceding five years. 
Day trawl landings 
About 440 trawlers (<12.8 m) are engaged 
in single-day trawling operations during Sep-
tember-May period. These vessels make 2-3 
hauls starting from early morning until noon 
every day and land their catches in the after-
noon/and evening. The annua l production 
during the five-year period 1993/ '94-1997/ '98 
varied from 2,046 t ('95-'96) to 6,640 t (•97-'98) 
with an average of 4,273 t at a cpue of 228 kg 
(Table 7). During 1998-'99 the annual produc-
tion was estimated at 4,884 (cpue 256 kg) which 
is 14.3% (611 t) higher than the average an-
nual landing for the five year period. However, 
as compared to previous year's (1997-'98) land-
ing of 6,640 t (cpue 332 kg) there was a decline 
of 1,756 t (26.4%). The effort of 19,026 units 
in 1998-'99 was 1.4% more than the average 
effort for the five-year period but 4.75% less 
than that of the previous year. The cpue also 
showed similar trend of an increase during 
1998-'99 (256 kg) as compared to the average 
of the five-year (228 kg) but a decline as com-
pared to the preceding year (332 kg). 
The single-day trawl production during 
1998-'99 was valued at Rs.522.1 lakhs which 
is Rs. 57.5 lakhs (9.9%) lower than the previ-
ous year figure of Rs.579.6 lakhs (Table 8 and 
9). The decrease in monetary return during the 
year was mainly due to reduced production of 
export varieties like ribbonflsh and high value 
species'like croakers. If the income deficit of 
Rs. 57.5 lakhs is distributed amongst the 440 
boats, the income loss works out to Rs. 13,068 
per boat. 
Multiday trawl landings 
In the Udupi district multiday trawl fish-
ing is carried out only from MFH. About 250 
trawlers of > 12.8 m OAL conduct multiday fish-
ing operations upto 100 m depth area. During 
the five-year period of 1993/ '94-1997/ '98 the 
annual landing by these trawlers ranged from 
5,271 t (1993-'94) to 30,025 t (1997-*98) with 
an average of 13,938 t (Table 7). The cpue var-
ied from 1,081 kg ('93-'94) to 3,360 kg ('97-'98) 
with an average of 1,927 kg. An estimated 
14,978 t of fishes were landed during 1998-'99. 
As compared with the annual average for the 
five-year period the production during 1998-'99 
was higher by 7.5% (1,040 t). But when com-
pared to the preceding year (1997-'98) when the 
production by the gear attained a peak of 30,025 
t, the landing during the year is less by 50.1% 
(15.047 t) but comparable to that of 1996-'97. 
The Cpue of 2,273 kg in 1998-'99 was higher 
than those of the previous four years (1993/ 
'94-I996/ '97) but 32.4% (1,087 kg) lower than 
that of 1997-'98. 
Because of high landings in 1997-'98, the 
fishermen got more monetary benefit. The pro-
duction was valued at Rs. 4,924.5 lakhs. How-
ever, during 1998-'99 the production value has 
slumped to Rs. 2,405.3 lakhs thereby, regis-
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TABLE 10. Monthwise marine fish production at Malpe Fisheries Harbour by multi-day trawlers during 1993/ 
'94 - 1998/'99 
Year 
Apr. 
May 
Jun. 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Total 
1993-'94 1994-'95 1995-'96 1996-'97 1 
Catch (t) 536 
Effort (unit) 678 
C/E(kg) 791 
Catch (t) 158 
Effort (unit) 394 
C/E(kg) 401 
Catch (t) 0 
Effort (unit) 0 
C/E(kg) 0 
Catch (t) 0 
Effort (unit) 0 
C/E(kg) 0 
Catch It) 0 
Effort (unit) 0 
C/E(kg) 0 
Catch (t) 33 
Effort (unit) 225 
C/E(kg) 147 
Catch (t) 514 
Effort (unit) 334 
C/E(kg) 1,539 
Catch (t) 1,080 
Effort (unit) 943 
C/E(kg) 1,145 
Catch (t) 1,336 
Effort (unit) 924 
C/E(kg) 1,446 
Catch (t) 479 
Effort (unit) 635 
C/E(kg) 754 
Catch (t) 1,137 
Effort (unit) 745 
C/E(kg) 1,526 
Catch (t) 5,273 
Effort (unit)4,878 
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tering about 50% income loss compared to the 
previous year (Table 8 and 9). If the loss of 
Rs.2,519.2 lakhs is shared by the 250 multiday 
trawl boats, the per boat income loss works out 
to Rs. 10.08 lakhs. 
Analysis of monthwise catch and catch 
rate during the five-year of 1993/ '94-1997/ '98 
shows that during 1998-'99 the catch and catch 
rate were either comparable or higher in five 
months (April, May, September, November and 
March) but poor In four months (October, De-
cember, January and February). As compared 
to the previous year (1997-'98), the monthwise 
total production and the catch rate were low in 
all the eight out of nine months of fishing op-
erations except November when the landing has 
almost doubled (Table 10). 
Barring anchovies and threadfin breams, 
all other resources have shown a decline in 
1998-'99 resulting in a monetary loss of Rs.25.2 
crores to the multiday trawl fishermen. The 
low production of export varieties like cuttle-
fishes, squids and ribbonfishes in almost all 
months, prawns in April, December and May 
and high value species like groupers in April 
and October, lizardfishes in May, October, 
January , February and March, carangids in 
April, May, October, January and February, 
bullseyes in April, May, October, December, 
J a n u a r y and March seerf ishes in March, 
pomfrets in November and December and mack-
erel in April, May and December contributed to 
the income deficit (Table 10). The reduction in 
income was mainly due to low production of 
cuttle fishes and squids (Rs. 1789.2 lakhs), 
ribbonfish (Rs. 371.4 lakhs), prawns (Rs. 118.5 
lakhs), mackerel (Rs.61.5 lakhs) lizardfishes 
(Rs. 40.6 lakhs) and sharks and rays (Rs. 35.3 
lakhs). 
General remarks 
The marine fish landing in Karnataka is 
marked with annual fluctuations akin to the 
general catch trends of the country. The pro-
duction of 1,64,710 t in 1998 is less by 12.3% 
(23,048 t) compared to 1997 but, higher than 
the average production of 1.59,567 t for 1993-
'97. Therefore, this marginal decrease in pro-
duction in 1998 cannot be considered as any 
fishfamine condition in the marine fishery sec-
tor of the state during 1998. 
As far as the fishery situation during 1998-
'99 in the Udupi district is concerned, the study 
on the fish landing at the largest landing cen-
tre of the district i.e., Malpe Fisheries Harbour 
shows that the production during 1998-'99 was 
normal compared to the past several years but, 
when compared to the previous year (which was 
one of the two most productive years since the 
commssioning of the MFH in 1986-'87 with a 
record landing of 50,558 t), the landing declined 
by 31.4% (15,897 t). Similar trend was recorded 
during 1989-'90 and 1990-'91, when the former 
recorded a high landing of 55,905 t followed by 
a 40% (22,849 t) decline in the latter year. 
The study also reveals that the purse seine 
fishing by mechanised vessels was better than 
the previous year in terms of quantity of fish 
landed but the income earned during 1998-'99 
had dropped marginally by 4.2% compared to 
1997-'98. While the gillnet fishing by motor-
ised boats and indigenous gear fishing by mo-
torised and non-motorised boats had shown 
improvement over the previous years, the trawl 
fisheries by mechanised vessels suffered a se-
rious set back in terms of both total quantity of 
fish catch and the income earned. 
The landing by the single-day trawl declined 
by 26.4% (1,756 t) in 1998-'99 compared to last 
year. However, when compared to the average 
annual landing of the preceding five years, the 
production was higher by 14.3% (611 t). 
For the multiday trawl fisheries, 1997-'98 
was the most productive year with 30,025 t 
compared to the annual average of 13,938 t for 
1993/ '94-1997/ '98. During 1998-'99 the land-
ing of 14.978 t was less by 50.1% (15,047 t) 
compared to 1997-'98 but 7.5% (1,0401) higher 
than that of the five-year average. The cpue in 
1998-'99 was also higher than the previous four 
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years, 1993/ '94-1996/ '97 but less than that of 
1997-'98 by 32.4% (1,087 kg). Compared to 
1997-'98 the catch and CPUE declined in all 
months except November. Specieswise landing 
also indicated a fall in all resources except an-
chovies and threadfin breams. 
Economic loss to the fishery sector 
During 1998-'99, the marine fishery sec-
tor at MFH has incurred a loss of Rs. 2,537 
lakhs compared to the previous year (Table 11). 
Though the purse seine fish landing (379 t) 
increased marginally by 3% compared to 1997-
'98, the boat owners (85 Nos.) suffered an eco-
nomic loss of Rs. 68.9 lakhs (Rs.0.8 lakhs/boat) 
due to reduced availability of high value spe-
cies like mackerel and oil sardine. 
The gillnetters (motorised canoes) and in-
digenous gear operators (motorised and non-
motorised canoes) landed better catches and 
gained a profit of Rs. 79.4 lakhs and 26.4 lakhs 
respectively (Table 11). 
As the landing by single-day trawlers (440 
Nos.) fell short of 26.4% (1,756 t) they incurred 
a loss of Rs. 57.5 lakhs (Rs. 13,070/boat) (Ta-
ble 11). 
Among the different sectors, the multiday 
trawl fishery sector was the worst affected dur-
ing the year. The production by 250 trawlers 
fell short of 15,047 t (50.1%) and incurred heavy 
lossess to the tune of Rs. 2,519.2 lakhs (99.3% 
of total income loss at MFH during 1998-'99) 
(Table 11). The loss to individual boat works 
out to a whopping Rs. 10.08 lakhs. This enor-
mous loss had led the fishermen to self-declare 
1998-'99 as fish famine year. 
Conclusion 
Short-term, long-term and cyclic fluctua-
tions in marine fish landings are common fea-
tures and are governed by a complex of biotic 
and abiotic factors and the exact causes for 
these variations are largely unknown. There-
fore, the decrease of 12.8 and 31.4% in the 
marine fish landings of the state and Udupi dis-
trict with reference to Malpe Fisheries Harbour 
respectively during 1998-'99 can be treated as 
one such short-term fluctuations and hence, 
the year cannot be considered as fish famine 
affected, not withstanding devastating loss of 
Rs. 25.4 crores to the marine fishery sector of 
Udupi district. 
* • * * » 
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replenishing capacity, by an ever growing hu-
man population with the backing of a sophisti-
cated, fine tuned technology in the harvest and 
post — harvest sector. These global phenom-
ena have stressed more the easily assessable 
natural habitats and easily vulnerable species 
of developed and developing nations, warrant-
ing stringent controls, formulation and imple-
mentation of appropriate mitigative measures 
and management strategies suitable to each 
situation and region without alienating the ben-
eficiary society, prevailing socio/economic/eth-
nic situations in the implementing regions con-
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jective, many nations have rose to the occasion 
to face the challenging problems in the natural 
resource exploitation and evolved appropriate 
management options, programmes, policies and 
whereever required legal mechinaries for a sus-
tainable growth in this sector. The fresh water 
productive medium that traverses the terres-
trial environment in the form of streams, riv-
ers, ponds, lakes or back waters, which sus-
tain life, h a s been severely t rampled and 
stressed the world over by many natural causes 
on the one side and human interventions to the 
physical, hydrological and biological medium on 
the other side. In this back drop, a clear knowl-
edge and understanding of the prevailing in-
teractions and status of fresh water ecosystems, 
resources and the socio-economics has become 
an absolute necessity to assess the levels of con-
sumption, both industrial and human, for the 
protection and management of the Inland fresh 
water bodies. A structured multidisciplinary 
curriculum on fresh water fisheries is impera-
tive to create necessary awareness and to pro-
duce a strong cadre of resourceful manpower 
who can rationally manage the inland fishery 
of the future. 
The book under review 'Management of 
Fresh Water Fisheries' by Jacques Arrignon 
is a very valuable compendium of knowledge 
on fresh water fisheries presented in three 
parts, such as ecological fundamentals, fish 
breeding and management of aquatic media. 
The appendices given in part four deals with 
formulae and programmes on the knowledge of 
aquatic medium, on the fish populations, about 
water and other harmful effects; the glossary, 
references and index spread over in sixty pages. 
This book is the English translation of the origi-
nal French work 'Aminagement piscicole des 
eaux dances', updated by the author for the 
English edition. In order to befit the title the 
author has carefully s tructured all relevant 
subjects in fresh water fisheries and expressed 
them in appropriate terms and in a more use-
ful and effective manner than a scientific dis-
cussion. To widen the scope of this work, the 
author took special attention to stress the eco-
logical context so as to help clarify and justify 
the reasons for the suggested practical solu-
tions. The richness of ideas pervade through-
out the chapters dealt in this book, whether it 
is ecology, fish breeding or management. 
In part one of this book on the ecological 
fundamental a wide range of subjects like 
aquatic ecosystems, nature and dynamics of the 
components of a medium, fish and investiga-
tions in the medium are briefly explained in 190 
pages, spread under four chapters with appro-
priate subtitles to highlight the thrust topics 
relevant to each chapter. Aquatic ecosystem 
connected zoning, typology, fluvial and limno-
logy of hydrosystems / lakes are explained in 
chapter one with suitable diagrams and in clear 
understandable terms. The dynamics of fresh-
water medium is covered in chapter two under 
four sub headings such as terrestrial environ-
ment, water movement, water and biotic com-
ponents. The subject matter narrations are 
substant ia ted with data, figures, diagrams, 
dendrograms, histograms etc. wherever neces-
sary. Fish morphology, anatomy, classification 
and elements of physiology, biology and ethol-
ogy are incorporated in chapter three of part 
one. The contents of this chapter especially 
the scientific terminologies, definitions and the 
sharp illustrations given at many places, are 
highly informative to s tudents and researchers 
in freshwater fisheries. This chapter would have 
been richer and justified the sub title if age and 
growth was also incorporated at its end. In the 
chapter on investigations in the medium the 
author has incorporated the classification of the 
freshwater medium, sampling and tagging. The 
methodology for stomach content, scale and 
skeletal part examination, radio tracking, echo 
sounding are dealt with in this chapter with 
ample illustrations. Fish productivity estima-
tion by different approaches and models, 
hydroecological studies etc. is also explained 
here in clear and understandable terms with 
the support of formulae and figures. 
The part two of this book under review with 
nine chapters cover all possible and relevant 
themes offish breeding which would serve as a 
text for post graduates and researchers in fresh-
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water f isheries . The sub jec t is carefully 
moduled under nine sub heads with suitable 
descriptions, data, diagrams and photographs 
spread over 170 pages. The chapter on improve-
ment of natural spawning conditions consists 
of sections such as access to spawning areas, 
protection and improvement of spawning areas 
and artificial spawning beds. The latter sec-
tion describes different methods like planting 
aquatic plants on the substra tum fixed, float-
ing — gravel beds; spawning channels to im-
prove spawning beds, with diagrams and pho-
tographs. The need for insitu hatcheries, when 
media are not suitable for carrying out improve-
ments, for the production of eggs/eyed embryos 
is vital for restocking the media. The second 
chapter is devoted to explain the different types 
of incubat ion boxes like vibert boxes and 
corchus box; incubator cradles such as spawn-
ing basket, artificial spawning bed and floating 
incubator for the insitu production of eggs/em-
bryos, being liberally supported by sketches and 
photographs. The third chapter, growth in a 
natural medium, explains the hardiness of spe-
cies, breeding media and improved extensive 
breeding. The author has taken care to incor-
porate all information on the reproduction/ 
breeding of a range of fresh water fishes in the 
fourth chapter, titled induced breeding. The 
practice of making improvements that induce 
fishes such as cyprinids (gudgeon carp and 
asian carp), percomorphs (perch, pike perch, 
black bass), salmonids (arctic char, danube 
salmon and, common grayling coregonids) to re-
produce is the main theme of this chapter, sup-
ported effectively with figures and photographs. 
In chapter five of part two, the various aspects 
of intensive fish culture is explained under six 
s u b h e a d s s u c h as , reproduct ion of t rout , 
salmon, fertilization and incubation, hatching 
and rearing of fry, raising of summerlings, 
growth and morta l i ty and in t roduc t ion of 
salmon in natural medium. The various meth-
ods and technologies used to control the pa-
rameters of the breeding medium and the 
biocycle of the fish being raised are elaborated 
with the help of suitable diagrams in this chap-
ter so as to produce the maximum number in a 
minimum amount of water, space and time at 
a minimum cost through intensive culture. 
Techniques of breeding the fresh water cat fish, 
sturgeon, eel, tropical tilapia, catfish, rice/pig/ 
f ish/duck/hen in integrated farming are briefly 
dealt in chapter six. The health problems in 
the medium, fauna and those associated with 
culture are elaborated in chapter seven under 
subheads like investigation of causes, therapy 
and prevention. The classification of the me-
dium, situation and development are presented 
in the eighth chapter on suitability of media. 
The last chapter of part two of the book presents 
in detail all adverse effects to the medium and 
fish breeding. Here the author has narrated 
the adverse effect caused through historical 
changes, effects on the catchment area, effects 
on aquatic medium and pollution. Estimation 
of water quality using different evaluations on 
the medium as well as on the inhabitants etc. 
are explained with the support of data, illus-
trations and photographs. 
The part three on management of aquatic 
media is presented vividly through three chap-
ters such as physical management, interven-
tion in the biological medium and economy of 
aquatic resources, each one being supported by 
diagrams and photographs. The maintenance 
of surroundings, clearing, removal of weeds and 
measures against muskrat are the subjects cov-
ered in the first module with maintenance of 
the aquatic media under chapter one. The 
ponds are classified in the second module ac-
cording to origin, feed, arrangement and pur-
pose. All aspects connected to creation of arti-
ficial medium are explained in the third mod-
ule and the subjects are liberally illustrated with 
drawings. The other modules under this chap-
ter include correction of water courses and 
management of water course for migratory 
fishes; the former explains correction works to 
prevent natural physical processes that might 
degrade streams, torrents, confluences and es-
tuaries, while the latter narrates aspects of 
crossing obstacles by migrants, devices for their 
crossing and devices for sampling. The second 
chapter on intervention in the biological me-
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dium gives the improvements required to amel-
iorate the culture ponds, means to create arti-
ficial equilibrium and fish production criteria 
such as selection of species, quantitative esti-
mation, introduction of new load of fish and 
exploitation. The annual schedule of interven-
tions in the culture ponds to appropriate pH by 
liming/calcite, pond fertility by phosphoric, po-
tassic and nitrogenous mineral/organic ferti-
lizers are emphasised in this chapter. The last 
chapter of part three of this book highlights the 
economy of aquatic resources through four sub-
sections such as strategies of fish stocks, ani-
mal resources, suitability of medium and man-
agement of fishery resources. The author con-
ceptualises the apt fish stocks management 
strategy as the one that aim for maximum pro-
duction without compromising the productive 
future and distribution of species, and more eco-
nomical and better respects to the law of na-
ture. The concept of MSY and the pitfalls in 
strategy based on MSY are also explained here 
in detail along with the economic importance, 
and development needs in animal resources use. 
The suitability value of aquatic medium for rec-
reational fishing and its development trends, 
preferably in the French context is also ex-
plained in this chapter. The last part of this 
chapter provides the administrative organiza-
tion of fisheries management. 
The last part of this book is appendices 
dealing with formulae and programmes on 
aquatic medium, fish populat ions, about wa-
ter and harmful effects. This par t is highly 
useful as it explains the minute details of 
methodology/formulae and calculations of vari-
ous indices, and also provides proformae for 
samplings, models and computer softwares to 
derive equations etc. often required to guide and 
help students in the subject. The glossary gives 
suitable meaning/explanation/definition/inter-
pretation of more than 300 words/technical 
terms. About 210 uptodate literature on all 
aspects covered in the text are cited under ref-
erences; although many pertain to temperate 
waters and French works. This chapter ends 
with a seventeen page index list. 
In order to evolve viable, economical and socio-
politically acceptable and easily implementable 
strategies for the management of fresh water fish-
eries relevant to each geographical/ecological 
region with characteristic and unique socio-
cultural conditions require a thorough knowl-
edge, on the physical, chemical and biological 
condition of the media, the veracity of stress 
caused to the medium by both natural and an-
thropogenic effects, together with a clear un-
derstanding on the interventions and mitiga-
tive measures required to correct the medium 
and the ways and mearis to enhance the pro-
ductivity through fish breeding and culture in 
tune with the laws of nature socially accept-
able and adaptable. 
The contents of the book are a collection 
of appropriate and authentic record of infor-
mation which heavily deal with many funda-
mentals, general topics, methodology, breeding 
and culture practices, management of medium, 
which are relevant, applicable and replicable 
to nrany universal situations. As such this book 
fulfils most of the curriculum requirements of 
fresh water fisheries students of India. An in-
tensive review made during the present exer-
cise revealed that the book is not only useful to 
post graduate and research students but also 
to the faculty to supplement plan and align their 
fresh water fisheries teaching schedule. This 
book is a worthy addition to libraries and is 
recommended as a reference text for postgradu-
ates/research students. 
Dr. N.G. MENON 
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^HictcR L|^l4lit!. Hr^ PRT M ^ H H I CRT 6 T T ^ g w f oft^ 
irofM c^  ;^T^-HFT C^  ^ INfit m^ g w aif^^ 
Wtc?rl I ^ ^r!l4|dfl" cf^  ^cfj ^#p<T T ] f ^ ift^cT c^ ^ 
# ^^R cR^ c ^ f ^ o q f ^ HTR cTfTcIT t , f^?hcT: 
iTcFH ^l^iraHf c& ^Tl^ ^RTT c]^ # ? CR- | c T ? l r i ^ ? ^ ^ 
t ^ ^^dW^ JT^ TTH f ^ TTziT i^ T^TcRT T^#JTT ^ i ^ 
f^TRTTt I 
XTcfJ 6|gul|(fli| c[p^TR-5Mc?FT^:n^KU|ciiJ| lTcl7 J l c ^ 
Hrf^^ ^^ cRcfi c^ gJrT tTcl^ airr^ qcB^ ITS# 
TTcp^ ^ m H ^ ^ 5lcf5R%#rT7t ^ M[rliilRldl 
% # ^ TTi5^ c^ 5r5^ !?TT # f^§cimiilJii g^;cHT ^ ^ 
^ T^OcfT ^ i M t I cTmf^ HlfrWcft f^rf^iT^ c^  
^TT^ftM cT^T c f R ^ ^ qcB5, 5T^ nH # 7 ^cR^ JffrT ^ cRcR 
J T ^ M ^ ^ I I f ^ ^ V f t e ^ ^ 5IWT cF^r PT f M ^ 
cR- ^Tcf^ I # T i ^ ^ OTHTJR ^ 5ir?T M R ^ I H q f^55 
afr? MTH c^  ^  ^ 4Rc|[^d ^ c^ fT^ i^^  #Tr g r f ^ I 
e w : qcR5 alt? 5RTTH c^ STZT cfe OTl^ TR q^ ^ l ^ ^?n^cfM 
dc|o^J|d ?ff ^ ^ R t a OPZfZR CRT an^ TT? ^ THTMT 
q^R5 off? ITITTH 5IZT # I I^STZT <!MclH, ^WT^W? 
^^^m, 5 ^ 1 ^ dft? JlfcT qcfjct^  JlZfm qcf55 '^ T^T^ TR ^ t 
aft? 5 ^ v3Trit cllcimclRill" #?• dciHpulill' ^ f ^ R r f ^ 
i ^ ^T^ I I aTT^, cRt^  w§ff. RM^MI , ^JMMI, 
i )cd^Ml, OFJT q # p qcRcRf (5ig?5cT: cRST s t f ) . qtcT 
w § L cidij^m§T3ft7fTter5tQT3n^^5raTc^cb^Aciic^ 
nVl^c^d qtcT eft? q^M^Mid a^ii^c^d ^ c^ qcf55 T? 
5T?TfT felT Iff i^rar? feTT ^T^ I 
1 ^ ^TT ^ ^cdlMclcfl aft? r f c W ^ ^ H^  ^#cT 
JlfrT t:^ ^^ ^^  l^^M q^ BS-OTcfFT ^ ITT^ ^ i W I 
27 
•»#?! afcT ^J^= (13447X83+117341 X217()f...306666X35) 
=403 
134497+15188...+97779 
^ • H l f e T J l f r r =509384X313+15188X281+....97779X11 
=248 
^ ^ ' ^ 509384+15188 + 97779 
1986 ^ 1996 cTcfy c^  ^ c ^ ^^Nclcft # f 
dcrlH^ ^ c M ^ ^^ifer PtfcT iTcM7 5rmH W!oS ^ 
qcjsx 1000 (#^c}^5PMq^=&lcf4f^sirti^^) 
f^ycPR- 1986 cfe^cr 
t ^ q ^ (^) = 905693/403 X 1000 = 2245667 
iTH t :^ (CT) = 773680/ 248 x 1000 = 3124724 
^ 905693 ^ 773680 ^WTcf^ ^ d^H^J^l ^ 
^ c p ar i^cR^ ?1^ I ^HcJo wm ^ J I M c p w^ 
6T.^.^ ( t ) =1215899 
^.^.T.(rT) = 961485 
aTHFT ^ cfef^ 3858 ^ O^RRT^ T ^Tf^T Tcf^ ^ ^ 
3858 = 3807X1215899/1199877, ^ W^ 119987 
ITT Wm W^ TF^ ff ^ ^^Ncjdl # 7 dc^Ml^ l^" 
*, 
J l ^ ^ M i j ^ 5IRT i ^ I 
^#cli?rfr srg%T ^R55 c^  O T ^ ^ MTH 3#I^ fKlTT 
m ^ faiT I ^  5TcRR ^c l^Mcidl J^f^ qf^ q^pfr ^^TM ^ 
M^ll^d ^^%^ OTHR 3^TMf cR 5RRT 3858/266 x1000 
= 14486 f ^ ^ ^ f M lfH5lcf5R^7FHTf^^#c}xFr 
'3Ti^ :icfxTiT ^fI%T ^^ cf^  5mRT ^ ^ n^^ R^ FT 5fM 
^ tTcfJ •qif^ #RrT 5TM cR# f ^ ^M I qf^ c^FT 
T^TcR^FT 1^ PR^ 5fM fOT, 
5PTRT ( ^ . ^ . T ) = ( 1 4486 x 266+14098 x 428)/ (266 +428) 
?H ww: T^ w ^ ^ ji^mR wm (^ iftRKTrr 
Hf?%r q=f^ ) 5fM f^ ^T TM I sM cf^  fC2rfpr T^RTFT 
(qkff ^ i:rcMrf Hi^  W I T ) wm{ c:^rT^^c^ w^i^ 
WM^ WIT (MT:JMH i ^ ) ^ 'JIFT ^  ^ 5IM fan I 
JW McW)cdd ^ m ^ I, ^ i^ TT^STT^  ^  fT 
M%^T^lT?^nT^3rqT^^TTcif^f^^^j1Hcbl^ 
IT^ ^IM cR^ c^ n^ T^  ^ ITMf^ tST >3TRTT^  cf^  H# 
• ? ^ I q r 3T3^ T=T W f^ I^TcTT t % MRCIC^ H I^?TT 
# ? ?!cTT t I vi^ l^ <!U| ^ ^ ^ cTmTTT ^ : Her q?^ 
28 
^\^ H^\i\\ ^ ^ ^ § T JTcHeR ^ ? ^ SIT I 
i^wT w?f f cTj aTFFPT ^ ^ m ^ TIT I I ci^nr 
7# I I ^ ^^STFTf ^ 3 T 1 ^ cFT I f i^cT^T 
efr^ '3F?I^T ^ OTTcTT t I '3TcT: ^  ^ W^\ ^ 
>3M§^Icfj| I 
OT^ ^ r^gHTT ?T^ cT^  OT^R qcFiq fellc?5^ 
^ ^TT^^n^ MRCIC^HI qr 3TTf^ t I L|^ M<Hld H??^ 
' M ^ ^ iM^t^BM # # ? q? ^ oftT # F I ^ i t 
3^TTcTrl I cfjf fiysicicli 7T3^^ q<M<|J|d ^ M cR" nVl^ cb-tui 
qi^^#cBl4?TTT^JTT^c^f^TTW^feiq7T^#^ I 
^ 5icBR ckcT ^  4.8 Git # # XT^ , 32.2 ort # # qq 
2.5 ^ # GTT7 q ^ #?" 73.5 TT^  1 ^ ^ cficj^ r cfJT jrfrTFSIiqq 
fOT I ^qT^^^f^Pnt[f^T^fq^^^^tc{5i7%yi^^mH 
941 cbHidch ^ f^ ^Y>s[rT: ^sf l f^ f ^ ^ 1998-99 cjot H ^ ^ TT^S^ 
^ cpr qw djjT dji^ w HVI^^ ej^mm ^ wi^-595001, mm 
cBfe#5?T, RcH^^^, §ffTt 67lf^  3 ^ ' J ^ c§ ^m^f r A 
^Z# ^ 3T [^clrlf ftf?T^ chpHl^iil itcft t , cFifefj cfe 
q^3Ti^" w^ q ^ icih^M" ^ 1 ^ ^iq^u ^ ?q ^ 
OT^ I I fM^-3 icR^, 1998 ^  qpfr qc^ r^q Tftqq A 
GN^ 5R?t^  c^  GTjqR ^3^ T^ yq c§ q s W JIM ^ 
i l ^ qr q # p ^^ qs7 ^ qT5# l^ ^^ TriT CITT qq^qr ^ 3Sf4t 
f^ f^ TEs^  iftqq ^ ^ q q ^ i^iq ?Jt # T q^gqR 
f^ fcrftq ^rm ^ fOT ?JT 1 ^ fMcT ^ 1998 c§ ^ 
"qs^ ^^^qqr" cf,! ^  ^ f^mrMtq qq S^TTCIT I i 
cB^fa cBF q g t qScft 3^cqRq 1988-97 ^ ^ i q # T 
GT r^f^ ^ 1,76,506 zq c^  q r i ^ ^ftqq c^  qT?T 1992 
6lt7 1989 ^ fOT9T: 1,42,369 zq ^ 2,51,012 Zq 
^^cl f^r i^STT lq^1998 cRr^3rqT^6.7% S I T ^ 
OT^ ^ qraf ^ Giqi^ ^ q«iq q k qqf (1988-
92) c^ GTqf^  ^ ^ t e ^ 14.9% O^T ?IT, q? ^ qq 
q ^ 3iq1^ qT# 1993-97 c^ 3Tqflt % 3.2% ^3^ SIT I 
^ 7T^ ^ q g ^ qQ# ^3rqi^ ^ f ^ ^ q t q i f ^ 
3^cnT-q^ iq f ^ t ^ ^ w ^ ^#rqiq ^ ^ q^  q^ c§ 
g^ RT ^  1990 ^  (-) 29% (q^ 1989 ^ 1^  l^ RT 4) ^ 
1986 ^  (+) 59.5%) (q^ 1989 # [^^FIT ^ ) rPB H^  
fM^raqi f^'gi^t 11998 ^ 3^cqT5q ^ 12.3% c^qzrit 
1997 ^ i c ^ ^ w^ t 1 qnf^ f^rf^ q t^ ^ 
q^^raf q) 3TqcT^ qr f ^ q^ ^i^qqq f^ ^aiqr I f^ 
^qjR i^tqfeq, #cn%T, # t . qrqt >3qf^  ^ 3^ gc^ q c^ 
qq^^ff e^ q z ^ cbdkcb % q^ 3TRf q^ 1997 c^ g^ RT 
Tf 98 ^ 94.5 q^te ^ cRT q ^ qfqiqi I q f q ^ -
qr^q ^ ^ ^ # t , qiqt 3 k ^qjMtqte qcR5 c^ cB# 
29 
97 c^  aTFt 19.4 cf^ ^ c^  T^E? ^ q f ^ |3TT I 
JlrfrSTT ^  ?Jt, ^ f ^ f ^ f^M^d 3 ^ ^ ^f^ ^T?^ 
qiT I f ^ cf^ c^  cRf cJiRtiT ^ 3#^ |S PicbMI # 7 'SicT 
^ ^ 1998 cf^  "HB# § # ^ M ^ " ^ i t f^ f ^ I 
f l#qfrqcf7'5nT5TT?SRT 1 9 9 8 ^ g ^ T T ^ t^R 
^m^% T^#?FT ^ 6T3HR ^ 1,051 ^Mlcp qf^, 
1,225 nVl^c^d ^ ^ ^ 914 f ^ i M r c^  ^ M 100 
e F t f q t I ^  ^ 4 # p ql?r f^ IcisR" - ^ cl^ OTcrf^  ^ 
OTM alt?" cfitq- W§ff m STcfTcfFT cfj^ t 5^R f^ 
^ iTTc^  HlfcHIc^ q\cTT^ T^  c^  ^ Hg^ HS# 3?^ !^ HfTf 
«3T^ZJ^Fr ^ F^HT # r ^Jrnj^ ^ I M =ra? f ^ ^ c^MKH 
^ fOT?T: 24.2% eft? 34.3% ^ tflMciH ^ t , ^ 
3 f l f ^ f ^ c ^ 1998-99 c^  ^ ^f^^TR 1^ tT5# 5 # ^ M 
CRT f^^^ra^T f ^ MTTT I 
cpf 1986-87 c^^t^R 5f?[t?H S M ^IT^ HIIPKIC^ 
im^R Wf^ WW^ ^^^^^ RcxR t alt? OTM 775 
T^^ tcp- qtcft aUr 237 nVl^ c^d ^  ^ ar^ rcR^ # r ^ 
^ # # H w r | - I 
1988-89 alt? 1997-98 ^ ^]=fJ ^  ^offe a t e 34,526 
Z^ c^  {^T2T 19,601 Z^ (1995-96) ^ 55,906 Z^ 
(1989-90) 4 SdR^f^Rf^^qr I ^ a i ^ c^  ^ t?H 
^r^T^ ^ ^S# 5.8% (1995-96) ^ 40.9% (1990-
91) ^ aft? ^ ^ 7.2% (1988-89) ^ 98.9% (1996-
97)^i%f^?lft l f ^ ^ s q ^ ^ t % H T ^ H | [ ^ c f t 
^{^ ^^ ar^ RTTiff c^  ^TRH 3dT?-^ i?i^  ai%f7 STT I 
WT W ^ c& a i ^ (1988/89-92/93) cR aft^ TcT 
^ n f e ^3cqT^ 39,192 Z^ ?JT ^ aT^ HR^  q k S[qf c^ 
a i ^ ^ gZcf5? 29,860 Z^ ?t TM SfT I H ^ geNcTT 
^ 5Wlf^ ^ 4 c^^ TcR 0.4% (135 z) aft? 16.1% 
(4,80iz) sjT ^ ^"R^q" a r ^ c^  aftM ^^qi^ aft? 
itcfrq- q^ f^%T a^cri^ , 1993/94-1997/98 c^  fefrr 
qrT E^T^  a r ^ ^ ^3^ SIT I r^af^  5r?R q^ ^i^r 
aicri^ (1988/89-1992/93) c§ g^RT ^ 1998-99^ 
a^ cicT?nT 11.6% (4,531 Z )^cRiTgIT I f^fS^ crt (1997-
98) ^ g c ^ ^ # . ^ 50,558 Z^ aT^ R?tJT ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^mM fe^ f%^ ?TT, 1998-99 ^ ai^Icl?^ ^ 
34.5% c ^ g z ^ (15,897 Z^ ) f ^M# iHl^HlIoHJcfl 
qtdrei^ ^ 1989-90 alt? 1990-91 ^ "ift ^RR 5IcFRT 
M ^ sJt I ^ 1989-90 ^ 55,906 Z^ ^ 'm^ 
vir^dH q=f5^  f^cRlt c|^  dt ar^ HRft ^ ^ 3^cqT?^  ^ 
40.9% (22,849) Z^ ^ ^Z^ ^m^ q i t I 
iTTc^  HiRVJcft q^er? ^ 1997-98 aft? 1998-
30 
99 c^  I^TFT ^ W^ ^ H ^ ar^ lrRTJT W JTlflcp 
yi<WoeH cBT^  q r ^ Tjzn fcfr ^ ^ 33 TScft ^ ^ 
10 ^ ^ 1 9 9 8 - 9 9 ^ % ^ 2,408 Z^c& l i t f^ Q^F^ t I 
s[Tc^  23 m^^ ^ 18,308 Z^ cl^T ^ IZ^ f^^ I I 
1 ^ cfjf^ fel. f^cw^^, i^dl4]H. #TT anf^ ciif^ ii^ klcb 
SM f^ I 1998-99 ^ ^ ^ iwr 5RT 5fM vic<IMH 
CRT JJe?T 5,049.4 c^T^ ??. ^T ^ 1997-98 ^ 7,586.3 
^mi ^ . cBT vicMMH n r ^ f6TT SIT I OTsrtcT 1998-99 ^ 
2,536.9 c^ T^ ^ . cjJT ^ T^ f3TT ?TT I 
m^^R ^rgt i ^ ^ 6T^I?T^ 1993/94-1998/99 
c^  f^^'^m] ^ 3\^m 1998/99 ^ 6T#r ^ vicMKH ^ 
f^Zcft O l c B ^ (665 Z^) ^ f ^ W (1,061 Z^) c ^ ^ 
JT#ff # i t «Jt I ^ all? 6 F T ^ C^ i^zrft f^raRo^ 
^ t ^ f ^ ^-aTTRrT A ii^lic^d qtcff c^ MT:|MH ^ 
H^ cRR- CRT ^  ^ t I ^ ^ 1997-98 c^ ^eRT ^ ^ 
iTri?^ J T M ^ arrsf ^ ^iz# i t t 1 
TTTc?q[ HlirWcfl ^m^(^ ^ 85 =BtW ^§ff cfJT 
oftM 10,527 Z^.c^ ^? I 95-96 ^ 6,429 Z^ ^ 96-
97 A 17,733 Z^ W^ T^FTT ?TT ?^I^  ofta^ SRRT 6071 
q^ B=ii 6ff7 srfrT qsficl, 5FM T^R^ 1,734 fsfj W # I 
1998-99 # 6107 TTCI^ STTT 2,099 f% TTT c^ jrfrf 
5PTRT Wf^ ^ WJ 12,816 Z^ cRf 3T^rfT^ fOT ^ 
10,527 Z^ ^ qtl cjifl^ e t a ^ 21.7% ^ f^ (^ 
^ ^ 12,437 Z^ ^ 3% 3 ^ ?TT I ^ ¥^ ?t?TT t 
f^  "^ro^ g^^ I^clT'' ^ cpf ^ cBtw W5T HllrWcl^  GT^ 
sfi" I # ^ # T t , m ^ ^ 3W gy5T Hq^off c^ 
g z # ^ ^ 3 T ^ 4 ^ ^3rqi^ ^ ^ 4.2% (68.9 
^IT^ ^) cl^  ^ IZ# i t # l3Trr:85 cBlW^T f^f^ Jlf^ ^Tr^ r 
CRT ^ W: 0.8 c^ ira" ^ . SJT I 
1 ? ^ , 1^, §%T. z ^ . i^raf^T, i^Tf€r, q p t o . 
S|T!|C^I, cb'^ "l^ 4^  3iii^ ^^ j^fifM cM^ q^!c^ sfRra! 
65 ^ 135 f^  3% cRi % S^TT^ nflT ^ TT^TFT c^ Rl^ ; ^ R^T 
1993/94-1997/98 c^ ^^[^^ 3 T ^ ^ cnfe: T^^ RRUT 
373 Z^ =feafte?T OTcJcr?iiT ^ ^ « T 1995-96 % 120 Z^ 
^1994-95 c^577 Z^#fM%^qT I 1998-99 ^ R l ^ 
^^m HlfrHIc^ ^ 519 Z^ cfJT virMKH fen I ^ ^ T 9% 
c^fJcp wm ^ ^ 1997/98 ^ 116 f^  m ^ 1998-99 
^ 97 i% TIT ^ q z TT# If^TWct^R^lIf | % 1 9 9 7 -
98 ^ 3,886 trc|5cf5f c^ OTft 1998-99 ^ 5,376 qcpp 
cfPTTcR (Srfllcfj JfinH feTT «IT I 1993/94-1997/98 cfe 
im^ tTcf^ cfJt CRT cni% f^t^ TcT 3,283 Z^ ?TT I 
Rl^^JMM^MH^iTf^STTTf^ 1997-98 =^172.3 
? m i ^ . sfearrft 1998-99 ^ 251.7 ^nw ^. ^ a r i ^ 
^ T^TTzr, ^ ^^^ ^ t ^ ^m\ ^^TM I 1 ^\iR 
W§if, cTZ W§if, cRRZ ^ JM ^ B ^ Zf^ ^ j^rf^  
H r P H ^ R ^ t I f^ flS^ ^ c^OT t^ 1998-99 # Hlic^c(5) 
c?JF# 3T5§t sJt I 1998-99 ^ ^ aT^ lcRt^ T 1,463 Z^ 
31 
qr ^ 1993/94-1997/98 c^  q ^ ^ ^ <S^ ^ >3FRT^ 
^ 6 2 5 Z^ ^ f ^ e ^ cl^ ^ 459 3 ^ 0#cf7 m \ ^ 
HlRVlcj^ ^ 1998-99 ^ m ^ <3M 3.1 c?fM TT STT ^ 
1997-98 ^ 2.8 cRfe ^ . ?IT I 6M: ^TO^ IciNcTT =^  
1998-99 # ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ f r W ? t ^ HlR^cft ^T5§r # I 
^IcisR-Hf c^ " 3 7 ^ ^ eFmry 448 -3HR T ^ 
t 1 1993/94-1997/98 c T c f J c t c T c R p f k a T ^ ^ g i i ^ 
^3?qfT^ 2,046 Z^ (95-96) ^ 6,640 Z^ (1997-98) ^ 
f M ^ ?IT afiT f^f^ TcT 5lfrr ^ c f ^ JTm^ T ^ cR^ 228 % m 
c^  m?T 4,273 3T ?Jt I 1998-99 ^ t ^ ^Jlfej q^f^ 
4,884 Z^ (afrT c^RcR PTOTH ^cJnS 266 i% TTT) ?IT ^ 
3^HRT M^ci^ii H f l f ^ OTHRR^ ^ 14.3% (661 Z^) ^ 3 ^ 
STT I ^raf^ 1997-98 ^ 6,640 Z^ c^  OTFt 1,756 Z^ 
# g z ^ i f I I 1998-99 ^ 19,026 i^ icfict^  c^  ^ r f ^ 
wm w^^^f^ wwi, ^ w^m % 1.4% a#c ,^ 
HR ij# ^ ^ 5raRT ^ 4.75% c??T 2TT I 5lfcnTcfic}^  5rmH 
qcB? (256 % ITT) •# 1998-99 ^ e f ^ # wipM 
^ 1998-99 c^  qc?7 f^ci^i] ^TT^M ^c^R^ ^ 
522.1 cTT!3 ^ . =T^  J^ yq" f ^ ^ ^ ^ c^  579.6 ^TM 
^ . ^ 57.5 cTRI ?7. cf?T qr 1 1 ^ i^l^#T gZrJt c^ T cRT^ 
«flf^^l#T OTT^TT^  3T I^cT7^ 
^ I t itcTT t I >12.8 i ^ ^ tr TT^ c^  CTT]T[TT 250 
6 T T ^ T I ^ 1 0 0 ' t 7 T B ^ c ^ ^ ^ q ^ ^ ^ c i ^ | | 1993/ 
94-1997/98 ^ ^^ ^T#qr ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ Sr?T 
^ n f ^ OTCTTRTIT 5,271 3T (1993-94) ^ 30,025 Z^ 
(1997-98) ^ f ^ l f ^ ?TT #?" MIcfcbRdd oftacT 13,938 
Z^ «TT I 5lfrr T^TcRcp jrqTH qcf5^ 1,927 f ^ 5TT c^  ^ ^ 
% Tm 1,081 % TIT (93-94) ^ 3,360 f% ?TT (97-98) 
£f f M ^ STT I q ^ H i i k w ^ ^ ^ r r f ^ ^3rqT^ # 
[^^ FTT ^ 1998-99 cRT ^3?qT^ 7.5% d l f ^ STT I ^f%^ 
30,025 c^ ^ 3 ^ qcT5? 5fT^ 1997-98 c^ ^^RT ^ 
1998-99 CRT OT^TcTFT 50 .1% cpr ?Tr I ^ 1998-99 
c^ 5Tf^  qcRcfJ 5RTTH qc j^ 2,273 1% m 1993/94-
1996-97 ^ 3 ^ #?" 1997-98 ^ 32.4% cfFT # I 
^ 1997-98 ^ 3 ^ ^T^RT^ # ? cl^^T^ TT^ 3TT^  
cfit 3 ^ 31Tf?fe eTT^  "ift f ^ ?TT I ^CMIC;H ^ 4,924.5 
elTIJ ^ . ^ f ^ I [^STf^  1998-99 ^ ^t?l^ 3 ? q i ^ 
^ 2,405.3 cTM ^ . ^ cf^ fOTT f ^ T ^ O r p R fT§3Tlff 
cRJ- i j ^ ci^ c^  ( i M c& ^yFIT ^ 50% ^T^ ^T?^ q ^ I 
1993/94-1997/98 c^  q ^ W^ 3 T ^ c^ HTI^ fTT 
qc j^ GDT q=T55 ^ c§ [^cfFTT ^ ^ 1998-99 c^ qcT55 
#? q^ T^  ^ ar^. qf. M ^ . ^ i w #7 ' ^ ^^  qk 
^JTH f^t Oft^ q ^ ^ H M ^ COT sJt I 1997-98 c^ 
gcT=^ ^ HT^ I^R ^ ^c^T^ Ork qcT^ ^ iTrPT^ ^ ^ 
T T M H ^ aiTZr ^ cW3fl7 ^TW ^ § ^ 5fTT<T i t # I 
TtNMt # ? ^^f^^ #T f est Sl lcR 6lTc^  ^ 
^ r q ^ 1998-99 c^  ^ t ^ sTlcT cf^ # f ^ T ^ 4^dWW 
cJlf^ci^^q ^TT^M ^c^Fq^ ^ ^ q^3TT7f =f^  25.2 cf^ 
^ . W ^T^ 10¥ 1 c R f M ^ T . fera^, i^^dl^tH ^ 
Plij^dijl'iJ HWi^iJI ^ ^ ^TTft to 5f5t f t cr?f 5f^#IcT 
cbdicicb ^ H g ^ 'fTSc^ 3T^fcT7^ ^ q r ^ ^ ^ r i ^ 
32 
3rTR"-^ [^ I^  ^T ^ c^ qcj^ JT^FTcTT c^  ^"^T I I ^ 
1998 cf5T 1,64,710 Z^ CRT ^3rqT^ 1997 cfe^ cMKH % 
12.3% cf5JT oItT 1993-97 3 1 ^ ^ #3?T ^3^^!^ 
1,59,567 Z^ ^ ^ 3 ^ lt?TT t I ? ^ # ^ ?FHT ^ 1998 ^ 
s^c^ T^^  ^ H^grr if i # ^ ^zc^ 71^ c^ ^ig^ W i t 
^M^ ^ % 1998-99 c§ Hllr^ Mcfil c^  ^NRT ^ 
imwi ^ 1998-99 cl^  ^3cqT^ fts^ cfit ^ ^ [^c?FTr 
^M^IHM STT I ^ ^ f ^ ' J ^ 1997-98^. ^ i n ^ 
HllcHlcft qtrfT^ ^^  1986 ^ cfjpfcr Wt^  ^ ^R- ^Pf^  
^#c^^3cqR^5rRT^^i^3rqi^^31.4cf?T?JT I 
^ t JI^ mrlT 1989-90 aItT 1990-91 # ift M T ] ^ «!it 
J^PT 5TSFT 3 T ^ ^ vi^ KH 55,905 3^ c^  HT«r 3x^ ^ 
OTJcRft 1990-91 # 40% ^R# fe^li ^ ^ I 
^ TM 6#R^ ?Jt. ^f^ 1998-99 ^ OM 1997-98 ^ 
geHT ^ 4.2% cFT SfT I HVl^ c^d ^ SRT Ptc^ ?^M 
qcB5 irrar elk 3M # ^ f^«Jt I 
c^ g c ^ ^ 26.4% cPT SIT I ^ raf^  f^I5^ qW ^ ^ 
efRM cJlf^ 31^RR^ # g^ HT ^ 14.3% ^ 3 ^ «IT I 
I f Rci^il T^HFfr cM^ 1997-98 30,025 Z^ 
^^am^T^erf^vicM|cJc^i|Hl^«TT 1^1998-99 c^  
14,978 Z^ cjJT e^ J^cTFT 1997-98 l^^ t l^RT ^ 50.1% 
cW # T 1993/94-1997/98 c^ q^ ^ T ^ 3 7 ^ ^ 
a l t ^ ^ 7.5% 3 ^ STT I ^ 1997-98 # SffrT i ^ 
JM^ 'T5R5 ^ f^l^ rlR ^7l# iTFft 1993/94-1996/97 
H ^ 5^ s5t , ^f^ 1997-98 % ^ 32.4% cf?T «TT I 
1997-98 c§ g^RT ^ qcfj^  ^ arfcT H^fi^cP Wm qcf55 
1998-99 ^ 2,537 c^ M ^ . ?BT ^T^ m^ ^m I ^ 
W?T W(^^ ^ 3% # if^ ?t^ qr # #Tt , cTR# 
^ ^ 3 ^ ^  c^ Mtif$|iil c^ cjiiT viq<?lRy ^ T^R ^ 
Wlfi^ iJl (85) ^ 68.9 I^TW ^. cf5T <S{^^ ^T^ f3TT 1 
( H t z t ^ aft? 3FT) JTcn^ SBl" ^ 3 ^ q^ f55 ^  rRpTT 
ff5iT§T: 79.4 elM olk 26.4 WS ^M ^S^W^'^W^ 
qcfwT f^^#T aTHFJf ^ 26.4% c^ ^Z# 3fk 
57.5 cTTW?r. ^  ^^ n^  f^ ^Rlt # I f M ^ ^ I r f # ^ 
^ e r f^ anffe g z ^ Wf f^^I#T 3THR HlfrWcfl 
^cfer cRt f3TT I ^  250 <S^Fm\ m ^3rqT^ 15,047 
Z^ afk I^T^  2519.2 WS ^ . (iTR^ HllcHlcfil '^^f^ 
^^-^\^m 99.3%) ?ir I 51% H}f^ 10.08 T^M 
^. cj^ r ^T^ ^ 1998-99 cf^  "Wfr #^5icTT ^ ' ' 
3 1 ^ ?IZcBf IRT irfTcT t , q? ^ I^Z^ ft - ^^fM ^ 
3TH^ ?f)RUT ai^ ncT I I ?^#IT 1998-99 ^ ITM 
^ ^ ^ m^ O I M ^ ^ M Tp!ft fBiT§T: 12.8% 
eHr 31.4% ^ ^IZ# cfit XTetJ eig cjjito 3?TR-g^ 5I^  
JTHT ^ T^cj5rTT I Ofk ?^ HM =Bt "HG# I c t a " c^  crt 
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942 ^^^m^ W^m 
81-204-1324-5 
1999 
582+ tek # f q^ c^ 3TTOH 
160x245 f^ ift 
It n^cTT I I <sm 1 ^ T^T^  ^ n # a n ^ c^ W«I-HT«T 
a^ R^TT W: cR^ t I ^ # M ^ Jrf^ q^m aFPlTH 
fM^^y|cfelrtcbOTlcmTfaft7^1T^^5Tlfrrq7 3 # c f ^ 
f^elTT 3f%cT c B ^ ^ 5S[^  3ft7 5 m # g %5RT ^ ^ c ^ ^ 
^di^'^ ^ t I qi" c?^^ HIW I B ^ ^mr qr^rr^ 
^ yicfelclcb m^ "^^ c^ ^ 1 ^ ^ T^FRT cR^ 
f^efiT 3i%cT M^^ dTJil f t e q . cbl4fbHl', ^^ WTR! oft? 
OM§iJchril:i^ K ^ ^ffiM =f^  m?T aTFt OMT I ^#qt, 
?MR. 5ft^ ^  T?^ J^M # ? ^ ^M P^T ^ 3M 3^?TR#JT 
^ ^ FI#T q i M N ^ c?5t <S\^^ W^ t cRf 
^ apT i t ^ ^ I ^ M c^ HfERT 3THcRt ai^rm^ it 
i^Tl# t I 3TCT: ?^ qr FT^ v^ Hcbl^  ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 
# 7 ^iT^ HlWff ^ 51WT ^ # T mnf ^ 5 f^ t I 
r f r^qFT^eCJ^^f i^T]^ c^HHchl ^ ^JTc^ maw 
^3i^ ? M aft? a#icf7 5mT# ^ ^ ^ i ^ CRC^ i^ cf^  
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' ^ T f ^ f M ^ W^ ^ O^cRlftfcf, #?• ^ CRT WM 
jfe 2OTJT w Frs^tcRM i ^ 3TT^^f^7cf>r a U t o 
HTi?T f ^ ^ ^ I 
f l f ^ c^  cfit # f^ l^ nFT ^TR arWPTf ^ ^T#T 190iJE5f 
f¥^ PS2cTT ^  ^ ^ ^3f^ ^ S f l ^ ift f ^ ^ t IST?m 
^T -^{%fTT^ qr i M oftr w^ "^ ^ wj ^^\m\ 
f ^ q ^ I I ^{^ <s{um ar^ f^ piRer TTICIC^  qr I ^ 
OT??^fe ^ T?j#T q ^ ^ k ^ , J^icT ^ . ^5M #?" f ^ ? M ^ 
T^OZcf5f cM ^nr OT^Mjpf c^  «JRT F i ^ ^ ^ f^pqi t I 
^ ^ '3T^ ?"qcf7 ?!• gisr, ^ . ^-rdliiim oiif^ ^ f ^ 
TFTT t I T^FT-1 ^ g # T 6T^2M ^ ^fQcft c^ <W^ 
% R . §#?• f l ^ f^fflR c^ culjcb^ui GUT cl?^, ^ 
i%5n^ >3lt7 oTM^ira'TFfif^ f ^ TiifT I I ^ O T H I T ^ 
c^ 3T r [ ^ f%§TqcT: % T f ^ qif^^Tll^ ^ T ^ R W , 
f^i^UfM ^  ^i^yHcbdi'3Tt ^ ieT^ ^ # ffHJR" I I 
qr 3 i ^ f f e HR f ^ ^jfiq s^  I ^3\^^im q^ yRlmRd 
6THIPT A ^Wfi % 31cdc|UMcd qiHFT. TM^ ^ 
Wm CRT ^ r # R ^ §Tif^ ferr I I ? H ^T^ZIFT ^  J^R;?" 
^ t c i ^ . §T^ sf7 ^ mm f^ rf!?FT, ^ f M t f ^ , iTcfcpT 
Trr#fT -arrf^  qr ^ C2:RRT f ^ W ^ HT«T f^i^R^ f ^ 
I I W^ W^'^ ^ ' ^ SRI ^ ^ vicMKcbdl 
FTS? i%cRtiT ^  ODT i ^ c^  m«T f ^ 7 ]^ I I 
^ yf^cbl cfjf ^irrr -11 3it 9 3^THTTqf c^  I . q o ^ 
sT^T^ ^ M ^ w^ f ^m^ qr o^Kstiifcid I i ^ 
^ ^ q u M c l Hllr^4ch] c^  FTTdcRtrfR' '3T?4cTT«ff # 7 
>y:i^'yncbdi3ff ^ f ^ gyr-qT3 ^  ^ ^ OT#T % ^ 
^ i^^ fxTT I I jriciqiu f^m^ cpt ^ OT^fW ^ 3kT 
3 f ^ f^rsR^, SRT, 0?T^, # T f ^ c^  HT«T ^ 
H^ferr ^ ^^3=^ f ^ ^T^ t ^ 170 ' j ^ ^ I I 
y|cfe[clch^iS3R^fMMc&5FTfrrc^3TW^#3is^JFH 
cgBpT ^T33FF w n r ^ Jfif f^ mrq ^ I I wm 
WT a W l F H ^ ^J!#^ ^ W ?tqoT, f ^ . t ^ cBcf5# 
e M / ^ c^ 3?7RFT cl^ JTTfcr TTTHTIT ^ x^fRlT S f ^ H i t 
^ qr M M aif^ciT^ It ^ I I fe^ ^ ?2M 
c||^ ^<<d #RT, cfJtc^ WRH ^ f ^ t e vi5^|iH ^ f M , 
<S{f\^ q? t I ^ ^ aT^2M " ^ Mlc l^rlcb 'mzFT # 
6TTf^  qr f^rsR^ ^ I I ^m^ ^ t^rr ar^ JTra" " ^ 
^i^Blf^^'H. Q c^blnl^ M^H, ^ M H I P I ^ ^ M T S M ^ 
^ g^RJcqr^ CRT tew M ^ H?T f^ r^piT I ^ 
^ ^T^z[R CRT a g ^ ter I I •RTTT-II C^qtt[^ or^znir 
^ ^ ' ^ ' ^c i TTi5# m ^ CRT f^cl^uj 5 J ^ CRT ^H*cMI<iH, 
Mic^ld, I^ Q^H eft7 vw^iin, q t ^ CRT I f ^ aftrqrcfR 
«3Tlf^  51 OT§frW c^  3kT f ^ TJ^fT I I fH 3?HM ^ 
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# T MlyPwl, H 5 # CRT ^ =g?t7 CRT f ^ f ^ f^^^iT 
i^rJcT 6 T M C^ m?T f ^ I cTtf% ^ 3^^T?TiT ^c^HMI, ^SIH 
3flT ^ I M ^ ^^ gjTcTH M ^ q^ cftsT ^ THf^ SRT 0^1^cbdH 
virMKH fcf5I[T ^  ^ I OT^M S f ^ '3H<?|c|UHcd f^FT^, 
H ' ^ . 4^ch<?i fe^ftf^. f^TT^. rn^[oT/g3R/TTI5#/ 
^ric??/g^ arff^  ^  H^icbRHd w^ c^  snt ^ # ^ 
Rici<u| j ^ TTziT I I ^\UJ^^ ^ '^sf\wi ^ 5n#fcT 
c R ^ ^ ^ c j ^ l d oItT ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ c^  ^ ^ T^TcTcit 
^ I H M ^ IcTT^ f^rm I ^ T ^ cT5T ,^ f r j f e m # ? ^ 
cpr f ^ 7T^ ;Hk CRT tew f ^ n m t I OITZ^ ^ T^ZfT^ 
'TTHfTT ^ cuTicb^ui q r I I f ^ H^^T^ c^  ^Tfl-ll c^ 
^ 1 ^ 3^Wf q r 5IcRT?T SMT TRT I I 
c^ a#NxlT ^ # T ^T^TI^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ TiTKRt ^ 5m^^R 
?^ sflt ^ Jlfrfqif^ J%JTT t I HTWT c^  0T3^?FT ^ ^ 
^ Mlrim[^d 5[?W 6IHn^ ^ q f ^ cRT a i^^^M, ^^TOlt. 
?Wft CRT PichMdi. TF^ yni f^ r^ )«f cR^ r^rf^  fc(M qr 
5lcRT?T 5MT TT^TT t I ^^ p t WT ^ cTT^ cRT 
^ r f e w i ^ M T t 1 cfra^ ^^ TfT ^  c ^ ITTHFT ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ t I HWi^iil c ^ 5^TeT HPt CRT g ^ R afU" 
c^  g?TR ^ 1 ^ 3 M ? ^ ^ ^ R T ^ . 5 ^ ^ileFT ^ ^ 
cRf^ # T J^TlfcT ^ I ^ . MNIriTcR JTRJR^R, ^ H^\^M\ 
c§ ^ f ^ , f^ Rfe^ efU" mm M ^^ ^scqi^  ^PF# 
^3q^ qr fl^fR f ^ MT t i ^  y,f^ cbi c^  w] -iii c^  
(3ifrFT ai^TFT ^^^^ Tm>3Tf cj^ 0#!icRrTT ^7 I ^ ?IR 
fH gi^cicRT c^  orfcR "qm J^i#5T T^Twr ^  ^ qH| 
cbl4fhMi, ilSeit ^ WIT , ^JM ^ cilqcbl^ 3W[^ c^  
wi t^ t l^oTr^r l^^sq^tfe^^^rfcaT/g;^, 
f M ^ ?f%M HRT qRcRc^ d. yifLira'!, ^Rte^ <s^ 
^ f ^ 3^qqMt t I ^ ^J^m^ ^ 300 ?T /^ CTCFM 
§T^^#lcT3T?f / f^k / tew^TTf^ '4 tOT?fs£r t I 
R^dcRi ^  yfriMiRd ^ qi^orf CRT wrm 210 argri^  
wflrET ^ a ^ c^  3T#T f ^ 7TITT t I W ^ T S M I ? ^ 
c^  OT f^bMi^ lcRI ^ H^  HT?I WW<\ ^ I I 
<SM^ S^TcT HlR^c)!^ M^W^ c^ ^M^ddl c^ f^ 
mm. ^ I^liricR, <mii^ Pich <^ ;^ te Met, TTTmt 
qr q ^ ^ jficgfcfcR 6lt7 TTHcT c^  flffifw ^ ^ ^ i l ^ 
^ 5Wl^, ? ^ qr^^W cRt g ^ ^ CR;^ CRT ?TftcRT. 
^cdHH^ CRT gm?, iTB^ n^iT^ Ofr? W k ^ ^S^qr^ 
^S l^ CRT ^ q i ^ ^  yicfefclcb teif ^ O T ^ ^ #?• yiHll^cR 
ckqT^#cRr!tBt6Tif^%^^3cb5iHil^^riWI 1 
W:(^ m f^^ rtcRT ^ ^ CRT t , f ^ ^ f^ TcRT 
OMHI^ MIMIP^ ICR afr?" S?^  ^  ?Tr^  ^  aM teff qr 
t f% f H ^ ^ZTN^ OT#T fen ^ T^cRclT t I HT^ ^ 
a^^clUH^ Ml l^c l^ ^ f ^ r n i W c^ i i ^ t ^ M(ilAc)Ml 
c ^ # ^ 3 q i M t 1 ^ H ^ ^ c l c R T f M ^ yWcRM^ 
f^rqiW cM^ qT3 i^ Rdcbi ^ ^ ^ D^cbuA cfefen^  •# 
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A n n o u n c e m e n t 
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE I 
has released a book in connect ion with i t s Golden Jubilee (1947 - 1997) entit led f 
Marine Fisheries Research and Management ^ 
f 
Edited by V.N. Filial and N.G. Menon | 
The book conta ins 61 articles under 6 sections; Marine biology, Marine fisheries, I 
Pelagic resources. Demersal resources, Mariculture and Socio-economics & Extension. The i 
voluminous da ta generated by the Inst i tute in space and time over the last 5 decades on P 
finfish/shellfish biology, resource s ta tus , marine environment, fishing impacts , mariculture i 
technologies and socio-economics of cul ture and capture fisheries have been analysed and ' 
synthesised in the articles to enable to evolve suitable management policies relevant to | 
each resource and each si tuation. [ 
The subject mat te rs broadly focus on the various aspects of mar ine biology, sensitive 
ecosystems, s t a tu s of mar ine fish production, pelagic, demersal finfish/shell fish resources, 
role of remote sensing in fishery forecast, deep sea potentials, maricul ture of finfishes, 
c rus taceans , molluscs, sea weeds and other ancillary mar ine organisms along with the 
social and economic implications of fishery activities. ^ 
The review articles are written by 118 experienced sc ient i s t / technic ians of the Insti- ^WT 
tu te . 
Bsr This compendium h a s 914 pages with several figures and i l lustrations in Black and 
White. 
1^ The book is ha rd -bound with calico, in l / 4 t h crown size. 
US" Price Rs. 5 0 0 / - , US $ 150 + Rs. 150, US $ 12 respectively for packing and postage. 
"3" Published by The Director, Central Marine Fisheries Research Insti tute, Cochin. 
The book would serve as a reference guide to a range of clients in the fisheries sector, 
students, researchers and policy planners. 
Your orders along with Demand Draft in favour of "ICAR-Unit CMFRI" payable at 
State Bank of India, Ernakulam may be sent to: 
The Director, 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Inst i tute , 
P.B. No. 1603 , COCHIN - 6 8 2 0 1 4 , 
KERALA, INDIA. 
DD on b a n k s other t han State Bank Of India should include bank commission at 
the rate of Rs. 10 / - , US $ 2 over and above the cost of the book. 
Edited by Dr. K.J. Matheu), Ms. T.S. Naomi, Ms. P.J. SheeIa,Ms. E. Sasilcalo and Ms. P.M.Geetha. Published by Dr. K.J. Mathew on behalf of the Director, 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, P.B. No. 1603, Tatapuram P.O., Cochin - 682 014, Kerala, India. Printed at Cherrys Printers, Cochin • 682 017. 
NEW DIRECTOR FOR C.M.F.R.I. 
Prof. (Dr.) Mohan Joseph Modayil has taken over charge as the New Director of CMFRI 
on 2 September, 2000. A renowned scientist and a teacher, he has contributed greately to the 
cause of marine sciences. He possesses a first class Masters Degree in Marine Biology and a 
Doctorate degree in Bioscience. He has to his credit 32 yeeirs of research/teaching/developing 
work in the field of artisanal fisheries in many developing countries. Before joining CMFRI he 
was Professer and University Head of the Department of Fisheries Resources and Management, 
College of Fisheries, University of Agricultural Sciences, Mangalore. 
Dr. Mohon Joseph Modayil is an accomplished scientist whose contributions in the field of 
community based coastal resource management (CBCRM) and mariculture have been well 
recognised by national and international organizations. He has also worked as visiting scientist 
in tlie University of Nort Welles (UK) emd the University Science Malaysia. He served as consultant 
from 1987 till now to various international organizations such as ODA-PHFP, British Council, 
DFID of the the British Government, IDRC of the Canadian Government, IFRTO of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran and has travelled widely abroad covering more than 15 countries. He has to 
his credit more than 90 publications which include research papers in national and international 
journals, reports, articles, manuals, book and reviews. Till recently he was the honorary Secretary 
of the Indian Branch of the Asian Fisheries Society and the Country Co-ordinator for the PHF 
Project of the Department for International Development (DFID) of the British Government. 
While addressing the staff of the Institute, soon after taking charge, the New Director 
outlined his priorities in the Institute. He stressed the need of strengthening the marine fisheries 
sector by answering contemporary problems in R&D and by developing new technologies for 
augmenting resource production. He highlighted the need for perceptional changes, motivation 
and commitment through human resource development to address challenges ahead and to 
reinforce future research programmes. Dr. Modayil said that he has plans to bring the Institute 
to the forefront by establishing linkages with intitutions in other countries especially in South 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. In view of the unscrupulous exploitation of the living resources 
and consequent deliterious effects on the resources, he felt that the Institute's immediate attention 
should be to study the biodiversity of all the marine stocks for which a separate Division would 
be created in the Institute. Recognising the key role the Library should pay in any R&D institute, 
he said that all efforts would be taken to make use of the possibilities of the modern information 
technology by further strengthening and modernising the library at the Institute. He also 
outlined the concept of developing CMFRI into an international centre for tropical maricultue to 
serve the researchers and seafarmers of the tropical region. 
